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wtlh the task of telephoning invitaThe republican county central com
to Watrous, Wagon Mound, Mora
TO
OF tions
mutee announced today that the
and other towns was appointed by
county convention for the purpose of
Chairman Long as follows:
Millard
selecting delegates to the state con
W. Itrowne, Jefferson
A
Raynolds, Robvent Ion, which will choose the New
ert L. M. Ross and Aaeiatdo Gonzales.
Mexico delegation to the national con
Each member of the publicity com
vention, will be held in the court
mittee
was instructeo to extend a perhouse on the morning of March 4
DAY
sonal invitation to at least 10 ol
10 o'clock.
San Miguel county is en
his acquaintances and friends, as It
titled to 30 delegates to the state con
was pointed out that, no matter what
FIVE
MEN ROB MAIL AND EX- vention and will have by far the larg GOVERNOR
OF NEBRASKA
DE GOVERNMENT
WILL ROUND UP PRESIDENT HAD INTENDED REC amount of
publicity was given to the AT OPENING OF REICHSTAG EMeat representation at that body, which
PRESS CARS OF ROCK ISLAND
CLARES COLONEL IS RIGHT
MEN
fact that everybody fs united, numCHARGED
WITH DYNAOMMENDING KANSAN FOR JUS
will meet in Santa Fe on March 8
PEROR
MAKES APPEAL FOR
TRAIN OF $75,000
MAN FOR PRESIDENT
bers of people would not feel so free
MITING OUTRAGES.
TICE OF SUPREME COURT.
ADDITIONAL SOLDIERS
to
come
unless a personal Invitation
QOMPERS "TALKS r.--f APESPEARE'
were extended them.
T.
Gom
Samuel
Feb.
Washington,
NEAR
HURLBURT, ARKANSAS
HIS
KNOWN FROM
COAST
TO
Several- speeches were made by
COAST OKLAHOMA CASE AGAINST HIM
per, president of the American Fed
POSITIONJS
ADDRESSES MEMBERS BRIEFLY
those present, who numbered about 20.
eration of Labor, today told the
It was decided that the
TWO MASKED BANDITS CLIMBED court, which is trying him, Frank Mor- THE
principal duty
CANDIDACY MEN
INDICTED
BY
FEDERAL
ENEMIES HAVE BROUGHT UP HIS of the
HE IS IN FAVOR OF
committee was to make It clear DECLARES
rison and John Mitcneil, for contempt.
ON ENGINE AFTER IT CROSSWOULD
DO
AWAY
GRAND JURY NUMBER ALWITH
IN
DECISIONS
NEGRO CASES
that the public of northern New Mexcourt
when
that
the
PEACE
he
wrote
WHEN
IT IS POSSIBLE
tnat
ED RIVER FROM MEMPHIS
USUAL BUSINESS SLUMP
MOST FORTY.
ico is expected to be present and that
RECENTLY DECIDED.
could "go to with its injunction" he
TO OBTAIN IT HONORABLY
the reception Is not a Lag Vegas af
had used the expression in the Shakesfair but that It Is for everybody. The
HAD A CAMP FIRE WAITING pearian sense and not a profane one.
LA FOLLETTE OUT OF RACE THEY WILL NOT GET AWAY
NAGEL MAY
GET THE JOB committee decided to ask the school REFERS TO RECENT ACTIONS
CONVENTION OF POLISH PRIESTS
teachers to tell their pupils that their
MADE FIREMAN DRIVE SEVERAL
IS
ASSERTED THAT
were Invited. Dr. Frank H.
Detroit, Mich., Feb. 7. A conven- IT
HIS GOVERNMENT AGENTS WATCHING SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
parents
AND
H Roberts told the committee that SAYS THEY SHOW READINESS TO
MILES TO SPOT WHERE
tion of Polish priests, said to be (the
HEALTH
WILL NOT ALLOW
THEM IN ALL PARTS OF
LABOR IS BEING SUPPORTED
SETTLE ALL DIFFICULTIES
the Normal students were planning to
first gathering of its kind ever held
WAITED
HIM TO REMAIN IN RACE
THE
COUNTRY.
BY WICK ERSH AM.
In the United States, assembled in
attend the reception In a body and
AMICABLY
It Is likely that the students of the
this city today with delegates in at
Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 7. Five men tendance from
Lincoln, Neb. Feb. 7. That repubIndianapolis, Ind., Feb. 7. Instrucmany parts of the coun-ryWashington, Feb. 7. Following an High School will do likewise.
Berln, Feb. 7. Emperor William at
licans
plundered the mail and express cars
should be united in supporting tions were sent to government agents hour's session of the four
conThe committee declared the recep
Tn
The convention is to discuss
noon
lawyers
today opened the reichstag, the
of Rock Island train No. 43 near llurl-bur- certed action
Theodore Roosevelt is the closng ar- in at least 20 cities today to
along various lines that
keep President Taft's cabinet today it be tion for the governor, Blnce It was the thirteenth assembled since the foun
Ark., early today and made will result in benefit to the Polish gument of a synopsis of the presiden- - w;atch over the men who have been came known
that the proposed nom- - flrst t0 be given by any city since his dation of the German empire. As cusaway with their booty long before Catholics of America
I'rominent tial sltuation given out here today by charged in 32 indictments with com- ination of Judge William C. Hook, ,naSratlon, should certainly b made
tomary, instead of going to the Iman alarm was spread and the posses
among the participants is Bishop Governor Chester H. Aldrlch. Gover- plicity with the McNamaras and Ortie of Kansas, to the supreme court, had the m0Bt enjoyable function of Its perial parliament the emperor called
could seek their trail. At noon it was
Rhode of Chicago, Hie first Polish Ca- nor Aldrich originally was a LaFol-lett- B. McManigal in the dynamiting con- been held up and probably would not kind that the governor will ever at
the members to the palace where he
reported money consigned to a bank tholic bishop In the United States.
man, but his defection to spiracy.
be sent to the senate today as Presi- tend, and that the people of the city
his speech from the throne in
made
in Oklahoma, estimated at between
Roosevelt has leen expected.
should all join In making It a sucThe men indicted, who are said to dent Taft had intended.
the great white hall.
The deputies,
$60,000 and $75,000, had been taken
cess.
Governor Aldrich asserts that the number between 3D and 4U, are now
The committees on personal
According to Kansans at the White
present were for the most part in
from the express car by (the robbers. SENATE TAKES UP THE nimonation of Col. Roosevelt would
Invitation
will make the rounds of
scattered in cities as far distant as House today, the latest protests
or court dress and the scene
No arrests were reported.
prevent the unrest usually associated Boston, New vfork, New Orleans, Chi against Judge Hook have grown out the business sections tomorrow morn- was a brilliant one.
The hold up was so cleverly planSTEEL TARIFF BILL with a presidential campaign because cago, Salt Lake City, San Francisco of an Oklahoma case in which an at- ing and extend a personal "invite" to The main note of the speech was the
ned and executed with such precision
his position towards business is and Seattle and it is the
demand for additions to the military
plan of the tempt was made to recure dining car everybody.
that none of the train employes could
known.
He says that In his judg- - government to cause their arrest on and sleeping car privileges for neand naval forces which are consideroffer resistance and few of the passWILL nent, public sentiment is crystallizing one day. It is understood telegrams groes. The united States court, Judge
COMMITTEE ON FINANCES
ed necessary In the present Internaengers knew anything had happened
iu favor of Roosevelt. Governor Aid- - from the federal authorities
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partial
until they awoke to find their train
ASKED TO tional situation. There was
rich states that there are no serious have Informed the officials in the dis- optional with the railroads to furnish
HEARINGS
disappointment, however, as the emstalled. The value of the plunder the
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in tricts where the men reside ;that these cars for negroes. Representative
peror merely announced the measures
robbers got has not been determined.
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pany's safe, apparently overlooking
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of peace at home and over seas
work
Meantime it Is the government's against Judge.Hook. Although friends
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this nomination. It was said the
their move
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Fet). ?. An important vell as Its Just Interests In the workf.
Washington,
The train left Memphis about mid
the
whole
has
In
are
up
ments
until they
taken
opened
Fheodora
custody. president
senate on the tariff question at thiR around our
factor In the high cost of living is the It Is therefore my constant duty and
In some Instances capiases already question again and that Secretary of enormous sum
night. After it cleared the western session of congress.
Roosevelt.
the American govern- care to maintain and strengthen, both
terminus of the Mssisslppi river
"In the laBt few days, lit would seem have been sent, according to govern Commerce and Labor Nagel and Sen- ment and the farmer are obliged to on land and on sea, the defensiv?
No attempt has been made to limit
are
of
ator
Sutherland
indictUtah,
ment
of
the
but
again
It
was boarded by two mask the
officials,
many
bridge
spend eyery year in fighting plant power of the German people, which
hearings, but Chairman Penrose that Senator La Folletite will not be ments are so voluminous
that it will being considered. Mr. Nagel was not disease
ed men. They climbed over the tenand insect pests, according to does not lack young men capable of
has indicated a view that the commit ajble, owing to his severe illness and
der and covered the engine orew with tee may be able to finish the hear- worn energies, to prosecute his cam- require several days to transcribe present at the cabinet meetmgwtoday. James Mills of Riverside, Cal., who as
bearing arms. With this end in view
a
well
has
is
he
It
known
that
strong
guns. Then the train was halted. ings in about three, weeks and then paign and to further conduct his lead- them so that copies can be sent with
of the California Hor plans for an increase in strength
a
representative
The in- advocate In Attorney General Wicker- ticultural convention and of the Citrus
The engineer was bound and gagged,
of forma- the papers for the arrests.
are in preparation and will be subml'-teproceed to consider the bill In exe- ership at this critical period
then kicked off itno a ditch. The fire- cutive session and make prompt re- tion of i oltical forces and the republi- dictments, some of which cover hun- sham and other members of the pres- Growers league, is here in the interest
to you together with proposals for
ident's official family.
man ran the train on several miles
can party in this state and nation are dreds of pages, contern more detailed
of legislation aimed to help these con- covering the additional cost. In helpport to the senate.
than are usually written into
until told to halt at a camp fire alongaf- indeed fortunate in having in Colonel charges
ditions. He consulted today with Sec- ing this important work you will be
Many representative interests
side the track where three other ban- fected have asked to speak. Those Roosevelt, a republican whose progres- true bills.
retary of Agriculture Wilson, Dr. How- greatly serving the fatherland. In
Many inquiries already have reached GOVERNOR'S
RECEPTION ard of the bureau of entomology and concluding our agreement with France
dits waited. Here the baggage and whom the committee agreed to hear sive iiolicieB and great character have
United States District Attorney Milmail oats were detached from the
other department officials who are in we have given new proof of our readitoday were William Piggot of Seattle, done so much lor this country."
passenger coaches and before any of Wash., for the Pacific Coast Steel
Alter iaying tribute to Colonel ler's office requesting information
IS FOR THE PEOPLE terested in the fight against plant ness to settle international difficulthe train crew knew whait was
and about the indictments. It was said
ties amicably whenever such a course
pests and diseases.
company; J. L. Gitterman, of New Roosevelt's moral earnestness
the locomotive with its light York, representing manufacturers of civic virtue. Governor Aldrich says: some of these came from men who
Mr. Mills declared that the Califor is consonant with the dignity and inload was hurrying farther into the
"Another matter of importance In wanted to know whether they had PRESENCE OF EVERY RESIDENT nia delegation in congress was solidly terests of Germany.
tin foil and bottle caps, President H.
involved.
country.
combehind him in the effort to keep out
"Side by side with the maintenance
considering the availability of Colonel been
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Philadelphia
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over the fireman, the remaining four tatives of Card
reached Hawaii and is threatening and Italy my policy hos been steadlly
Clothing and Steel nation there would not be associated
of the band clambered into the ex- GETS DEATH SENTENCE.
directed toward the cultivation of
Pen interests! of Philadelphia and the unrest the uncertainty and the
Not only to the people of Greater California.
N. J., Feb. 7. Allison Mc- virpress and mail coaches and covered New York.
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"Many
distracting effect oh
friendly relations with all the powers
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the
residents
to
the
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the messengers and clerks. The en
Bar iron and steel manufacturers of hovers over a presidential campaign. Farland, found guilty of murdering his surrounding towns In Mora, Guada- tually all having come from foreign on the basis of mutual respect and
gine wilth the two cars proceeded to the Pacific coast would be compelled It would be known in the start what wife, Evelyn, by giving her cyanide
Is to countries," said Mr. Mills. The gov- good will.
a point a mile eaat of Hurtburt, Ark., to close their mills if the house bill oil attitude toward business would be, of Potassium, was sentenced today by lupe and San Miguel counties
to see that
"Trusting in the healthy force of
invitation to at- ernment should take steps
die in the be extended a hearty
then the robbers ransacked the postal
of these the German people and relying on
more
not
we
do
any
import
tales go into effect, according to Wil- what his attitude in all the great Chief Justice Gummere to
in honor of Govern
car, , blew open the safe, gathered liam Piggot of Seattle, Wash. He said essential requisites in conducting the electric chair at Trenton in the week tend the reception
which cost us millions yes, God's gracious assistance. I look with
C. McDonald, which will be diseases
or
William
17.
McFarland's
and
fled.
plunder
billion in our efforts to confidence beyond the struggles of
They had obtained (that wages at Seattle and San Fran affairs of a prosperous iieople would beginning March
a
I'll
say
held Friday evening; under the aus
their plunder and fled. They had ob- cisoo were double those of Europe be, for he has been tried out in the counsel say he will appeal.
exterminate them and in the losses today to the future of the empire.
pices of the Commercial club. At a from
tained a good start long before an ind estimated that the reduction con- fiery furnace of experience and not
fruit and plant destruction. We "I greet you, gentlemen at the open
meeting or the publicity committee,
alarm could be given, the telegraph
a
have
good quarantine line by which ing of the new session of the Impe
subcomtemplated by the house bill would found wanting."
which was held last night,
wires into Memphis had been cut, The amount, to $4
can
we
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All
the
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keep out diseased animals; rial parliament in the hope that your
per
mittees were appointed In order that
first information of danger to the
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to the na
competition is with European mar
the work before that organization
1
train came to employes of the Rock kets. Charles M. Schwab, of Xev
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TODAY IN CONGRESS.
out
without
delay.
carried
be
might
Island road at the western terminus York, the steel magnate, will appear
Chicago, Feb. 7. President O'Neil
It was decided to appoint two comof the Mississippi bridge. They heard before the committee tomorrow:
called the annual meeting of the Westmittees to call upon the people residONTARIO LAWMAKERS MEET
heavy detonations; apparently from
ern Baseball league to order todaf
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
In
7.
ing in Great Las Vegas &nu as them
Senate:
a point far in the country. The noise
Toronto, Ont., Feb. 7 The provinWashington, Feb.
and announced that he had received a
Kansas
City, Feb. 7. Cattle, re
to
attend the reception. cial
personally
was made by the explosion of ammu- LAS VEGAS MAN WILL
legislature of Ontario was openmessage from Oklahoma City askng session 2 p. m.
7,000,
of
the
chairman
including 300 southerns.
V.
E.
ceipts
Long,
Gibson
nition that .was destroyed when the
ed by Lieutenant-Governo- r
Hearing on steel tariff revision bill Judge
if it would be possible for that city
10 cents lower.
Native steers
subcomMarket
these
acappointed
committee,
committee.
event
the
combination baggage and express car
this afternoon,
being
ERECT LIGHT PLANT to get a Western league franchise. begun by finance
steers
southern
tLas
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as
follows:
Eas
mittees
Vegas,
Hines-Larim$5.408.25;
burned after the safe had been blastCharles McGowan, a
companied by the usual pomp and
There are now no clubs available for
cows and heifers $3.25
A. H. Whit-morsouthern
Dr.
E.
Olhey,
F.
Major
A
admissions
ed.
long
ceremony of military display.
witness, repudiated alleged
Recalling last November's hold
transfer an! the request was filed.
native cows and heifers $3
James 0Byrne, J. K. Martin, and
session is predicted. One 5.25;
up the Rock Island employes sent in HENRY SHlfcV GIVEN FRANCHISE
busy
The first formal work of the meet of perjury before Lorimer committee
stockers and feeders $4.50
H.
J.
Dr.
Mueller,
6.50;
Charles
Tarame,
shelva hurry call to the Memphis police.
of the first measures to be brought
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Foreign relations committees
ing was the transfer of ownership
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Meade and D. W. Condon;
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loan
workmen's
Iswill
the
compensabe
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treaty.
ed
POWER.
WITH LIGHT AND
of the Wichita club from Frank
up
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West Las Vegas, Adelaldo Gonzales, tion act. Other important matters western steers $5. 25 7. 40; western
about Hurtburt and patrols have
House: Met at noon.
bell to the Wichita Athletic associa
D.
John
cows$35.25.
been stationed up and down the MisInvestigation of Lawrence, Mass., Filadelfo Baca, Daniel Stern, Atana-cl- to receive consideration will include
Henry Shaw, son of r. and Mrs. E. tion. This club has been a bon3 of
16,000. Market 5
Hogs, receipts
. W. Veeder, Peter Basleer and
school question, imml- the
B. Shaw of this city, has been granted
sissippi river.
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Sena.
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extensions
a franchise for the erection of an ita. For a part of last season the
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ceived here today by officials of the given by the board of county commis- place it was taken to Pueblo, was cussed by agriculture committee.
Sheep, receipts 6,000. Market 10
USED CONVICT LABOR
Rock Island and Pacific sioners of Mora county at its meet- made by the Pueblo people.
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Washington, Feb.
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Representative Martin, South
would have the effect of materially all demands for power for years to
Mr. Harri- force the order for closing all Italian
Rome, Feb. 7. The appointment of Hota, Introduced bill for federal cor- mer E. Veeder, Dr. Frank H. H. Rob- pany procured convicts.
increasing! the shipping charges, have come. The people of Wagon Mound
to take institutions in Turkey, including? prison
the
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P.
William
Dr.
company
been suspended by the interstate com- are delighted to learn tuat they are Vincenzo Castellanos as bishop of poration commission of five members erts,
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merce commission until June
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DYNAMIT ING OUTRAGES

MORE THAN

NUMBER

Began in 1905 and Did Not Come (o an End Until October of Last
Year Federal Grand Jury Yesterday Returned in Indianapolis
Over Thirty Indictments Against Alleged Members of the Coterie of Which the Convicted McNamara Brothers Were the
Head Depredations Covered Seventeen States
Indianapolis, Feb. 7. Fully 100 exMay 12 Bridge on Buffalo & Susplosions of dynamite, at points scat- quehanna, railroad; American Bridge
tered over 17 states, and covering a Co.; (Attempt.)
period from the summer of 1905 to
May 31. Newark, N. J.; Pittsburgh
October 16, 1911, when dynamite was Construction Co.;
warehouse, derrick
found beneath a bridge near Santa wrecked.
Barbara, Calif., just before President
August 15 Conshohocken, Pa.; McTaft's special train passed over It,
l
Co.
Construction
were inquired into toy the federal
iron mill; several thousand dollars by
grand jury which has investigated fire.
what the government has regarded as
September 25 Cleveland, O.; Pitts
a nation-wide- ,
dynamite conspiracy
and yesterday returned over. 30 in- burgh Construction Co.; railroad
(Attempt.)
dictments.
12 Near Clarion,
October
Pa.;
it has been the theory of the government that all of these explosions American Bridge Co.; viaduct; derwere intended to intimidate employ- rick car wrecked.
December 30 Whisky Island, near
ers and
workingnien with
Cleveland, O.; Pittsburgh Constructhe general intent to abolish the
"open shop," and compel sub- tion Co.; bridge, damage slight.
1907
mission to the demands of certain laJune 25 Detroit, Mich.;
bor organizations, more particularly
Russel
the International Union of the Bridge Wheel and Foundry Co.; gas buildand structural Iron Workers.
ing; damage not given.
'J ii'
September Cleveland, O.; Ameri
states in which, explosions cecum
were Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, can Bridge Co.; American Steel &
lv...
Ivaaia, New York, New Jer-se- Wire Co. plant; hoisting engine destroyed.
Maryland, Connecticut,
30
October
O.;
Youngstown,
MisMichigan, Wisconsin,
Construction Co.; BaltiYoungstown
souri. Iowa, Nebraska, Utah, California a id Washington. Ohio, with 20 more & Ohio railroad bridge; slightly
expUx-ions- ,
had more than any other damaged.
Deeemliir 23 Near Harrison, N. J.;
one state. Illinois, Indiana and New
railroad
York follow in order, In respect of tue Brann & Stuart Co.; Erie
bridge; damage $2,000.
number of the explosions.
December 31 Cleveland, O.; Lucius
There were two explosion in 19U5;
Co.; Cleveland Short Line railroad
nine in 1900; six in 1907; 26 in 1908;
bridge; damage $500.
20 in 1909; 25 in 1910, and 13 in 1911.
December 31 Mill Creek,
near
These figures are exclusive of the exO.; Lucius Co.; viaduct;
Cleveland,
plosion wihicto. wrecked the Los Andamage $1,200.
geles Times plant, and resulted in
1908
the confessions and imprisonment of
31 Elsdon, 111.; McClintic-Marahal- l
January
the brothers John J. and James B.
Construction Co.; building;
McNamara. John J. McNamara was
$150.
damage
r
secretary-treasureof the InternationFebruary 3 Pelham, N. Y.; Ameri
al! Association of Bridge and Structur
can Bridge Co.; drawbridge; damage
al Iron Workers.
between $5,000 and $10,000.
The preliminary exhibit of facts and
February 1 6 Min,ton, la.; Wiscon
allegations about the explosions and sin Bridge & Iron Co.; double track
LUair suawoaed origin was gathered bridge over
dam
to tile federal anthorl- - ase $2,000. JUiaUmtonj
ad
National Erectors' a.so--1
tie. by
March
Pittsburgh Con- c ation, an organization of iron and struction
Co.; Chicago, Minneapolis
steel manufacturers who had declared St. Paul, railroad
construction work
lor the "open shop." After the dt.I uouien. car .
damaged.
plosions in 1905, the Erectors' assoMarch 25 Perth
N. J.;
ciation was formed, and in May, 1906, Pennsylvania Steel Amboy,
Co.; drawbridge;
after declaring an organization for damage $1,500.
the "open shop" engaged detectives
March 25 Near Bradshaw, Md.;
to seek out the identity of those reYoungstown Construction Co.; Baltisponsible for the explosions.
more & Ohio railroad bridge; machinOne of the first instances of the find- ery destroyed.
ing of hidden explosives occurred be
April 1 New York; Pennsylvania
tore the erectors organized and fol- Steel Co.; Blackwell
Island bridge.
lowed an atitempt to blow up a build- (Attempt.)
ing East Twentyvthird street, New
April 3 New York; Pennsylvania
York City. Two men were convict- Steel Co.; Blackwell Island
bridge.
ed. One of them confessed to hav- (Attempt)
ing received $150 on one occasion for
April 5 New York; McOHntic-Mar-shal- l
a "job," and $100 for cutting a cable.
Contraction Co.; Pier 58, North
He told of the location of 100
nver, machinery wrecked
damase
sticks of dynamite, which sub- $500 to $1,000.
sequently were found in the Jersey
April 9 Near West Farms Station,
Meadows and in the sands at the foot X. Y.; Lewis F. Shoemaker & Coof East Twenty-fourtstreet.
highway bridge. (Attempt.)
The erectors continued their investiApril
American
gations until the spring of 1911, but Bridge Co.; Elevedated road; material
whilo the detectives were working in damaged $1,000.
one iflace, tine explosions occurred
April 26-- Fall
River, Mass.; Ameri
with more frequency in others. More can Bridge Co.; bridge; damage $2.- than a dozen viaducts, bridges, build- uuu 10 $3,000.
3 Dayton,
May
ings and other construction work, all
O.; American
being erected by firms employing non- Bridge Co.; Chicago, Hamilton & Dayunion labor, had been blown up be- ton railroad bridge; derrick car damfore Ortie E. McManigal appeared aged.
Mh ,v 91
Wo.. v i. .
on the scene, and before he
bagan to
i
iun;
work with John J. and James B. Mc- eteej Co.; drawbridge. (Attempt.)
May 22 Baychester, N. Y.: Lewi
Namara as a professional dynamiter.
The investigation of the dynamite P. Shoemaker & Co.; bridge; damage
conspiracy, after the pleas of guiilty J, DUO.
May 24 Aiken, Md.; Youngstown
had been made by the McNamara
brothers, was continued, to ascertain Lonswuation Co.; Baltimore & Ohio
railroad bridge. (Attempt.)
who else, if anyone,
participated in or
June 2 Perryville, Md.; American
gave financial support to the crimes.
The chief explosions, or attempts, Bridge Co.; Baltimore & Ohio rail
which were given special attention by road bridge. (Attempt)
.lima 9 .PI ai!aU A r . .
the federal grand jury, were as folvan
,olnllUl yj.
Dron Iron Works Co.;
lows:
damage $500.
June 15 Somerset, Mass.; Phoenix
1905
Co.; bridge, material damaged
Bridge
Summer .Miller's
Falls,
Mass.;
i,iuu.
American Bridge Co.; railroad bridge.
July 1 Buffalo, N. Y.; McClinti
(Attempt.)
lonatruction Co.;
Lolngn
Summer New Haven. Conn.; Amervalley railroad bridge; damage fl.noi
ican Bridge Co.; bridge. (Attempt.)
august
Uhicago;
American
1906
Bridge Co.; Illinois Central railroad
19.
New York City; Post bridge; work damaged.
January
& McCord building, East Twenty-thirAugust
O.: Ornnp-.-smreei (attempt;; two men convicted; Construction Co.; viaduct.
iw pmmua w u.viiauuie later round August 9 St. Louis; (Contractor
in jersey Meadows and in sand at the! "ot. given); bridge.
(Attempt.)
foot of East Twenty-fourtstreet.
October
Mass.; Lewis
March 1.4 Cleveland, u.; American IK Shoemaker & Co.; bridge. (At
'Co.; bjotel.
(Atitempt)
tempt.)
November 30 Cleveland. O.; Pitts
April 2 Cleveland, O.; American
burgh Construction Co.; bridge; damBridge Co.; hotel. (Attempt)
April 2. Cleveland, O.; American age $500.
December 24 Kansas City; Hall
Bridge Co.; Arcade building.
Thwing, building wrecked.
-

Clintic-Marshal-

via-duo- t,

non-unio- n
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Massa-chuseu-

riw

icago;

one-poun- d
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h

trestlework;

NEW
EVENING GOWNS

Omaha Xeh; Wisconsin
July
Iron Co.: Power plant; $160.
Bridge
August
Superior, Wis.; Hely k

BURNUKE FIRE

2

Patteroon: unloading rig on dock,
machinery destroyed.
August 20- - Oakland, Calif.: plant of
Pacific Coast Lumber Co.; wrecked.
August 23 Kansas City; McClintlc
Marshall Construction Co.; railroad
bridge; $200.
August 31 Seattle, Wash.; Stone &
office
Webster
Engineering Co.;
building; damage $5,000.
September 4 Peoria, 111.; plant of
Lucas Bridge & Iron Co.; plant and
six adjacent buildings damaged.
September 4 East Peoria, 111.;
intic-Marshall
Construction Co.;
railroad bridge; damage slight
27 Nicetown,
Pa. ;
September
American Bridge Co.; bridges, damage slight.
October 10 Worcester, Mass.; Boston Bridge Works; bridge, $10.
10 Worcester,
October
Mass.;
Phoenix Bridge Co.; bridge; several
hundred dollars.
November 28 West Philadelphia,
Pa; Bergdoll & Pawling; bank build-

d

h

;

--

HUNDRED

ONE

o.

$800.

HANDS WOULD

Could Lay Pin in Cracks. Four Long
Years of Eczema. Only Relief in
Scratching. Used One Set

of Cuticura Remedies.
Hands Entirely Well.

"I can truthfully say Cutioura Remedies have cured me of four long years
About four years) .mo I
of eczema.
noticed some little pimples coming on
my little finger, and not giving it any
attention, it soon became worse and
spread all over my hands. If I would
have them in water for a long time,
they would burn like fire and large
cracks would come. I could lay a pin
in them. After using all the salves I
could think of, I went to three different
doctors, but all did m no good. The
only relief I got was scratching.
" So after hearing so much about the
wonderful Cuticura Remedies, I purchased one complete set, and after using
tlii n throe days my hands were much
y
Br.
my hands are entirely
cne set being all I used." (Signed)
f.tta Narber, R. F. D. 2, Spring
Lac, i.ieh., Sept. 20, 1910.
No stronger cvidcr.ee than this could
bo given of the success and economy of
the Cuticura Remedies in the treatment
of torturing, disfiguring humors of the
skin. A single hot bath with Cuticura
Soap and a gentle anointing with Cuticura Ointment are often sufficient to
afford immediate relief in the most distressing cases and permit rest and sleep
when all else fails. Cuticura Soap and
Ointment are equally effective in preserving, purifying and beautifying the
skin, scalp, hair and hands.
Although Cuticura Soap (25c.) and
Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are sold
a liberal sample
throughout the world,
book on the skin and
of each, with 3?-free on application
scalp, will be mailed
to Potter Drug & Chem. Corp., Dept.
T" Boston, Mass.

McCl-

To-da-

$11.50 to $16.00
HAIR ORNAHENTS AND LEATHER HAND BAGS
We have just received a beautiful line of the Newest Novelties in Hair Ornaments and
ported Leather Hand Bags. Come in and see them.

Im-

VICTOR

ROSENWALD

TALKING

BLOCK

MACHINES

PLAZA

1911

McCain
Erie, Pa.;
January
Construction Co.; Car Dump Coal
company; $1,500.
111.;
February 24 South Chicago,
Brown Hoisting Machinery Co.; iron
works plant; partially wrecked.
March 8 Springfield, 111.;
Construction Co.: and
Jeffries Manufacturing Co.; traction
viaduct and coal mine tipple two explosions; total loss $45,000.
16 Milwaukee;
March
Heyl &
Patterson; unloading bridge; $50,000,
and $1,000 to steamer near dock.
March 20 French Lick, Ind.; Lafayette Bridge Works; hotel addition.
29

1909
18

.

ll

viaduct (Attempt)

of esExclusive patterns in exquisite Silk Novelties have arrived. These include a number
and patterns are of
pecially attractive designs for the popular side drapery effects. Colors
the Season's best. Quality unsurpassed.

December 25 Los Angeles, Calif.;
plant Llewellyn Iron Works; slight
damage.
December 30 Kansas City; plant
Walter Yontone's Furnace & Sheet
Metal Works; partially wrecked.

Indiana Harbor, Ind.,
Pittsburgh Construction Co.; car of
steel; damage small.
March 24 Indiana Horbor, Ind.;
Pittsburgh Construction Co.; attempt
to wreck material.
27 Boston,
March
new
Mass.;
opera house; side of building destroyed.
March 31 Hoboken, N. J.; McClin- I
Construction Co.; via
duct; damage $1,000.
April 29 Kansas City; A. M. Blod- gett Construction Co.; derrick car;
damage slight.
May 9 Cincinnati; Pittsburgh Con
struction Co.; Cincinnati Southern
railroad bridge; damage slight.
24 Cincinnati;
May
Pittsburgh
Construction Co.; Cincinnati South-erailroad bridge; damage $300.
June 7 Buffalo, N. Y.; New York
Central & Hudson River railroad
bridge; damage several thousand dollars.
June 26 Steubenville, O.; Seaboard
Construction Co.; Pennsylvania railroad bridge; material damaged $2,500.
June 26 Kansas City; A. M. nirvi- gett Construction Co.; viaduct dam
age $75.
July 9 Detroit; Whitehead &. Kales
plant; damage slight.
August 12 Cincinnati;
PW.tnrm.rp-Construction Co.; New York
New
Haven & Hartford railroad bridge.
September 5 Hoboken. N. r Mr-Construction
Co.;
Clintic-Marsha-

NEWEST SILK NOVELTIES

ing

p.

March

These are
We have jus! received a line of the newest style models in Evening dresses.
of unusual beauty, excellent quality and astonishingly low prices. $22.50 to $35.00

mvi
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Omaha, Neb.
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Want Ad.
ftabit

BE MODERN

Send your washing away from the
house and be freed of the annoyance
of wash day smells and troubles. The
Las Vegas Steam laundry does family
washing as well as fancy washing.
Fvery day Is wash day there no matter how much it rains or snow, 'ihe
:j:k is done by experts, too. Try it
once and be convinced.

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
Best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead." will surely get quick
success.

SHOE REPAIRING

Shoe repairing is important and
should be done right particularly
welt soled shoes which when repaired
should be sewed. Our eelctric driven
Fleming stitcher and Champion finisher equals hand work, leaving the shoe
flexible and retaining the shape as
when new, costs less and wears Just
as long. Hedgcock's.

DELICIOUS STEAKS
DYSPEPSIA AND
The Las Vegas Mercantile company
INDIGESTION GOES makes a
naspecialtiy of alfalfa-feMakes Your Disordered Stomach Feel
tive and Kansas City beef. ConseFine in Five Minutes
quently the best steaks to be purchased in this city come off the blocks in
You can eat anything your stomach Its meat
department You are not"
craves without fear of indigestion or
best for your money unthe
getting
dyspepsia, or that your food will fer- less you are buying meat at the Las
ment or sour on your stomach, If yo-- i Vegas Mercantile
company's store.
will take a little Dlapepsin occasionally.
A WARNING AGAINST WET FEET.
Your meals will taste god, and anyWet and chilled feet usually affect
thing you eat will be digested; noth the mucous membrane of the nose,
and lungs, and la grippe, broning can ferment or turn into acid or throat
chitis or pneumonia may result.
poison or stomach gas, which causes Watch
the
carefully, particularly
belching, dizziness, a feeling of full- children, and for the racking stub-bocoughs give Foley's Honey and
ness after eating, nausea, Indigestion
Tar
It soothes the In(like a lump of lead in stomach), nil flamedCompound.
membranes, and heals the
water brash, cough quickly. Take no substitute.
iousness, heartburn,
pain in stomach and intestines or oth- O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co.
er

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what
they want when
they want it
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

s

GAS,

WORLD GOWING WI8ER.
The world Is growing wiser every
day and the people of Las Vegas are
growing wise to the fact that there Is
no better coffee than Golden Gate,
which is sold by the Las Vegas Mercantile company. It has a delicious
blend that cannot be equaled. It sells
at 45 cents a pound, two pounds for

n

McOlin-tic-Marsha-

6

should give careful attention. We carry the famous Sherwood Rye whiskey,
properly aged and best suited for
family use. We also carry a splendid
line of wines and champagnes. Family trade accorded our special attention. Goods delivered. The Opera
Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor.

Caldwell &

Drake Iron Works; court house;
building seriously damaged.
Maroh 24 Columbus, Ind.; plant
Caldwell & Drake Iron Works badly
damaged.
March 25 North Randall, O Heyl
& Patterson; ore conveyor, $50,000.
April 2 South Bend, Ind.; railroad
viaduct; $2,000.
April 4 Springfield, Mass.; A. E.
Stephens Co.; municipal building;
several thousand dollars.
September 3 Mt Vernon, N. Y.;
American Bridge Oo- .- railroad viaduct; $1,000.
September 24 Cleveland; Variety
Iron & Steel Works; coal conveyor.
(Attempt.)
uctoDer lb Near Santa Barbara,
Calif.; bridge completed three years
ago. Dynamite found just before
President Taft's special train passed

September 14 Buffalo:
Construction Co.; viaduct: derrtot
car destroyed.
October 6 Buffalo:
McCain
struction Co.; viaduct; slight dam
age.
October 25 Indianapolis, Ind; Albert Von Sprecklsen; Central Union
Telephone Exchange building. Public
Library, Von Spreckelsen Planing
Mill and barn; $15,000.
4
November
Cleveland; Brown
Hoisting & Machinery Co.; crane,
freight cars; other machinery and
buildings wrecked; $40,000.
November 21 Green Bay, Wis.;
Wisconsin Bridge & Iron Co.; car of
symptoms.
steel wrecked.
Headaches from the stomach are ab
December 29 Salt Lake City, Utah; solutely unknown where this effective
R. D. Jones
for Amer- remedy is used. Dlapepsin really does
ican Bridge Co.); Utah
Hotel; dam- all the work of a healthy stomach.
age slight.
It digest your meals when your stom1910
ach can't. A single dose will digest
March 27 Indiana Harbor,
ind.; all the food you eat and leave nothing
McClintic-MarshaConstruction Co.; to ferment or sour and upset the
Plant American Steel Foundries Co : stomach.
$500.
Get a large
case of Pape's
April 5 Newcastle, Ind.; Plant
Dlapepsin from your druggist and
start taking now, and in a little while
Bridge Co.; damaged.
April 18 Salt Lake City, Utah; you will actually brag about your
R. D. Jones,
tor Amer- healthy, strong stomach, for you then
ican Bridge Co.); Utah hotel; damage can eat anything and everything you
slight.
want without the slightest discom
April 19 Clinton, Ind.; Chicago & fort or misery, and every particle of
Eastern Illinois railroad bridge; bridge impurity and gas that is in your stomwrecked.
ach and intestines is going to be carApril 19 Mt. Vernon, 111.;
ried away without the use of laxaConstruction Co.; power tives or any other assistance.
house; machinery damaged.
Should you at this moment be sufMay 24 New York; Pennsylvania fering from Indigestion or any stomSteel Co.; viaduct; $700 to $900.
ach disorder, you can surely get relief
June 4 Davenport, la.; MoClintc-Marshal- l within five minutes.
Construction Co.; machine
shop: damage sight.
June 4 Peoria, III.; McClintic-MarshaYOU CAN MAKE A HIT
Construction Co.; bridge; girdYou can make a hit with that girl
ers wrecked.
If you present
her with a box of
June 22 Cleveland ; McClintic-MarshaNevln's Medallion Chocolates. O. G.
Construction Co.; viaduct; $100. Schaefer, the druggist, has
just re
July 4 Akron. O.; The Burger Iron ceived a fresh supply of this famous
Co.; work and damage not given.
brand and a full assortment of all
July 9 Jersey City, N. J.; Phoenix-Bridg- Nevlns confections which can be pur
Co.: viaduct: $1,000.
chased In bulk or by the box. There
'
July 15 Pittsburgh; MeClintic-Mar- is no better candy made.

rw

ESTABLISHED 166&

THERE'S NO EXCU8E
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
very reasonable Investment you can
enjoy your sleeping hours as well hp
a millionaire.
We are selling the
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
before. We have many styles In the
bright and satin finish, fine mat
i
tresses, springs and pillows. J.
.
Johnsen & Son

The

Phone D)ain 2
0

HOW'S THIS?
You are probably aware
that pneuWe offer One Hundred Dollars Re monia
always results from a cold, but
ward for any case of Catarrh that you never
of a cold resulting in
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh pneumonia heard
when Chamberlain's
Cure.
Cougn
Remedy was used. Why take the risk
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
be
reme3y
had
tor a
We, the undersigned, have known trifle? For sale
by all druggists.
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions, and financially wi!?iW t0 cure a cold is a
Question in
able to carry out obligations made by
T
'"leresiea lust now
r.J Cough
his firm.
Chamberlain's
Remedv
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
taense
Toledo, O
cure of colds
r
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inbe
In,Cah
alT,ayS
gilded upon. For
ternally, acting directly upon the
druggists.
blood and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all DrugAN EPIDEMIC OF
COUGHING
Is sweeping over the town
gists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
and' and
pation.
hard on little
i'"cuiany
children and
on elderly
people
and
Tar
Honey
Comwund
is a quTcS
The Sound Sleep of Good Health
safe
and
reliable
cure
for
Is not for those suffering from kid- and colds,
contains no
ney ailments and irregularities. The
Schaefer and Red Crossopiate??
prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills will
Drug Co.
dispel backache and rheumatism, heal
and strengthen sore, weak and ailing
A piece of flannel
dampened with
kidneys, restore normal action, and
with it health and strength. Mrs. M.
8 8UPerlr
F. Spalsbury, a.erling 111., says: "I faster
P
When troubled with uZl
suffered great pain In my back and
kidneys, could not sleep at night, and XVrYa?annd
could not raise my hands over my
neaa. But two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills cured me." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.'

Z: E fril1,011

"ui8

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money If
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 days. ROe

STOMACH
not
the
What
for Is ntnmarh ipmikU"always A.,. ul STOMACH
j
VOtl

BW

r

W

n

henca purely stomach remedies

hve

done you no good.

'

-

If you want to get the
want you
want to get. y0 want to
get your
want In a want
getter. The Optio
wants you to get the want
want
to get Try the 'Want Ad.- -you
and see.
FOR RENT
Two nicely furnished front
rooms,

with electric lights and bath,
518 Sixth street.

re

1
How Cold Affects the
Kidneys
Avoid takinsr cold if vnnr
Ir i l
are sensitive. Cold congests the kid
neys, inrows too much much work
upon them, and weakens their action

M

cures sll sorts of indigestion trnuhtre I.
,
It (TMf. Ih.
11(I
mmra
" - whnt. .4:
" Nfomaph
uiutcu
.
k 7 athe
- -- - It- -i -ui.i.in.
,',
mmm
y ...
.
dsn of very bif b standing in Europe. regular pnysi.
A spoonful la vstersfter meals has cured the most
baffling snd distressing esses of dyspepsia.
Ask any Drug slit.
,
E. FOUGEBA
'
CO, Agents V. &, New York

nmtJ

I

Serious kidney trouble and even
Bright's disease may result. Strengthen your kidneys, get rid of the
and soreness, build them up bv pain
the
timely use of Foley's
"Pills.
Tonic in action, quick inKidney
results. O '
O. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drutr Co
85 cents or two and one-hal- f
for $1
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THIS IS CHARLES DICKENS
ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDA

FEBRUARY

7. 1912.

has been said of the 1
that Dickens ness
was always a Journalist; first as a re- walkedreproduced after generscii,
into the
gallery to welSun" and the come ue. "Whatpicture
m
Y porter on the "True then
a story that would
as
"Morning Chronicle;''
BASEBALL NOTE8.
editor make for Charles Reade!"
exclaimed
of the "Daily News" and of "House
Dickens enthusiastically; "I shall tell
hold Words," and to the end of his
him about it"
life as editor and Droorfttor ot "aii
It is a generally recognized truth that medicines made from vegetable
Upon a miniature scale, but with
UF DICKENS
bnnunumuY
The Chicago Cube would like to cop
the Year Round."
1812-Ch- arles
rie was not a
are a great deal better adapted to the delicate human system, and
ingredients
John Huffham Dicker born at
ample means, Dickers maintained at safer
Doc Miller of the Boston Braves. So
Portsea, near
mere
in
those
His
than
editorial
of
figurehead.
way,
every
duties
Imineral
composed
mixtures and would
Porsmouth, the son of John Dickens, a clerk at
strong
Gad's Hill the estate of an old Engfourteen major league clubs
the Ports-moutwere performed most conscientiously
compounds. Mercury, potash, arsenic, etc., which are used in the manufaclish country house. Miss ueorflna ture
dockyard.
of
Bob Ewlng says he doesn't care
most
blood
i
are
too
violent
medicines,
and
alas!
for
its
oved
most
rarity!
symwith his parent to Chartham, where he rewas hit derange the system by disturbing the stomach and
Hogarth, his sister-in-law- ,
digestion, affecting whether be playa ball or not. He is
pathetically. He read all the proofs,
sided until 1821, when the
w.
He
haa
housekeeper.
an
family removed to Loridon
excellent
mui3, ,iuu wuch useu tor a raroioncea nenrvi rttn mucp u ipmtiat
raising fancy swine and getting big
and
would
write
them.
"Should
upon
182- 7-At the age of 15, with the
Chef. The dinners were very elabor- S. S. S is the only blood medicine guaranteed absolutely and
advantage of leas man three
purely vegeta-- - money for the porkers
not
this
revelation
be
ble.
reserved
made
until
It
of
is
herbs
and
roots,
years at school he began ilte on his own account as a clerk in
barks, ..selected for .their ,rif,-J
entirely
with seven courses and a different
,
2
O o
o o.
nearer the close of the story." "Have ate,
Grover Alexander, George PasKer
intr inft 1. : . 4uunrcs.
o.
o. cures Kiieumatism,
a solicitor's office.
wtfne with each course. Almost every r7,6
Catarrh, Sores and and
omitted this as superfluous.'' "Better
Fred Luderua have signed conBlood
u.crs,
and
all
ocroiuia,
blood
other
Poison,
182- 8- After a year in the solicitor's
contagious
diseases,
were distinguished guests because it cleanses and
office, where he
the
to put this ino dialogue form." When day there
purines the blood, and at the same time builds up tracts for toe seasons 1912-13-with
intimate knowledge of law and lawyers that heacquired
from
all
parts of the world, the entire system by its fine vegetable tonic effects. S. S. S.
arterward
he changed the heading ot an article coming
may be taken the Philadelphia Nationals.
used to good advantage in his famous novels,
and
often
the
entire
was
old
conversation
with
and
absolute
by young
young Dickens
safety, and with the assurance that it will
upon a "Baby Show at Woolrich," to in
Jack Lelivelt is to be given a tryout
became a law reporter.
French, which Dickens spoke as cure the diseases and disorders due to an impure and poisoned blood
'Woolrich
supply at first base by
he
Infants,"
"More
write
1831
At the age of la, he found employment as a
as his frienu Fechter. Choos evev,reaching down and removing hereditary taints. Book on the blood
Manager Ganzel oi
fluently
aiid
parliamentaking." His cheque was always ma:
medical advice free to all who write
the Rochester teani Lelivelt
any
tary reporter, in which occupation he displayed great efwines
the
for
the
ing
dinner
was
an
played
on the day of publication and was for
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA, left field for Washington Iaat seison
afternoon festival. Seated astride a
ficiency.
more
money than the exact price per
1833
Wrote a slight sketch entitled "A Dinner at
Pittsburgh fans have nothing more
barrel, in the cool cellar carved from
Poplar walk."
word or page.
to worry them.
his first essay in the realm of literature.
the chalg rock, Dickens told a good speech that was bo sincere as to bf falber
Marty O'Toole, tbo
On an anniversary of the Henrietta
into
that
house, under an as- "22,000
1836 At the age of 24, he
twirling beauty," has sent
story with every Dottle selected and dignified, he said that never before sumed name. The old man
published the opening parts of ' The
race
he
yacht
an
asked
revealed
American cor- fairly revelled in
hie signed contract to President BarPickwick Papers,- - the work, which was to make ...m tamous.
boyish humor. The had be been guilty of gambling; that, his identity to the Board of
respondent for a more "intimate ac intense
Managers, ney Dreyfus.
183G Married Miss Catherine
of
his
novels
when
vitality
he
to
glowe:
Hogarth, daughter of George Hoattempted
say his prayers, and they sent him baek to his son,
count of the voyage than the
report through his personality.
garth, publisher of the Evening Chronicle, to which Dickens
Hugh McBreen denies that a'g Jerthe two half crowns weighed upon his whom they threatened to
in the London "Times"
prosecute or
"Tell
sayine
contributed his first sketches.
After dinner the guests were in- mind and interfere ' with his devous how it felt to be alone on the ocean
fraud. Angry, mean and alarmed, the sey City club is to be a farm for ha
T
ov-- ai
vited to taste the bowl of cold punch tions; he must ask Dickens to take overseer
Boston Red Sox.
me age or 28, he had completed "Oliver Trist,' Nich- in December; what you did to
"Nothing HIM '.hat
put the father into, a buggy in
pass
man iNicKieDy,
Miss Hogarth had prepared in back the money.
that
'
the Skeeter' family," says
ine uia curiosity Shop," and Barnaby
and droce into tne river, here at this
he time on such a little craft, etc."
Hugh.
the central hall. Then there was whist
Kudge."
Harry Bay, whose work used to deDickens regarded Mr. Childs very
The article was sent with an apOiOg
His intfutijn evidently
to
1841
or billiards, which Dickens turned into
Paid his first viBit to America.
Was this a joke or a too drown his father and pretend there light the Cleveland fans, is signing up
tor being much too iong as the writer
1843 At the age of 31, he had written
a comedy by a constantly comic com gravely.
"Martin Chuzzlewit
and
sensitive conscience? Then he ex- had had been an accident. But the a bunch of likely looking players for
had no time to condense it
to himself, v. ell! Bad playthe first of his christmafe books.
"Not a line not a word must be cut." mentary
plained at great length that the cus- - father clug to him and both were his Blpomington team'in the Three !
1847 At the age of 35, he had
ers
or
win!"
is
"It
always
very
easy
toms of
completed "Dombey and Son"
ne replied; "I will give the Henridid not permit him drowned. The overseer had taken out league.
to play when
and four more of his famous Christmas books.
one holds all the to take England
The new Ohio and
back the half crowns, but insurance policies upon hiB own life
etta' plenty of searoom." rie gave
Pennsylvania
1849 At the age of 37 he had completed "David
that he wiould consent to wager a and that if his father, and distant league has been organized with six
Copperfleld,"
me story eight out of the sixteen- - trumps!"
On
which is regarded by many critics as the greatest of his
clubs McKeesport, New Oastle.
my first visit he remarked airily, double or
Rut.
pages of "All the fear Round," and "1
qi.iis untri the British Hon relatives applied for the money. The
works.
suppose that the aristocratic cus- had won. Mr. Childs
ler,
Sharon, East Liverpool and Steub-envlll- e
told me that it had sold thousands of
insurance
to
refused
to
agreed
company
this,
pay.
tom
1853
of
At the age of
lea ving all the winnings on the under
, he completed
in the circuit.
"Bleak House," which is faextra copies.
and Dickens gave us an Litigation ensued, and the court demous for the excellent construction of its
table for the servants has been adopt- audac! protest,
Gene Demontreviaie, the former
s wink, which meant, "Put cided that the
plot and has reHe published serials by other popupolicy upon the father
ed in America?"
tained its place as one of Dickens' best efforts.
five sli liings on his consciencel"
star, will once mr
was void, because ne nad been delar novelists Wilkie, Collins, Charles
1854
"Don't mind him," Miss Hogarth
At the age of 42, he had completed "Hard Times."
don the spangles and lead
the new
Edmund
Reade,
Trol-lopliberately
but
Charles
Yates,
the
Young
murdered,
tried
his
best
to
Anthony
policy
1857 At the age of 45, he had completed "Little Dorrit."
it'terposed; "he Is always like that!" lose
Cotton States leagueteamtthatis
and paid for them most
the game; but the balls sympa upon the son must be paid, because he
tobe
1859
The housekeeping at Gad's Hill was
At the age of 47, he had completed "A Tale of Two
had not intended to commit suicide. Placed in New Orleans.
Cities,"
thized
with
Mr.
Childs
and
the
British
so perfectly that, except at
his second historical novel and one of the most
A new Iowa league is
The Dickens manuscripts were writ- managed
lion was victorious. When Mr. Childs, There are hundreds of such ready-mad- e
powerful of
being talked
never
saw
I
his workB.
a
dinner,
of
servant
'to comprise the cities of Watnri
there.
ten
blue
in
in
relieved
of
British
his
and
this
plots
reink,
a
became
had
fad
Jurisprudence." Cedar
gambling gainsfl
1862- - At the age of 50, he
Miss Hogarth, as methodical as Dickcompleted "Great Expectations, " one
Rapids, Oskaloosa, and Mason
of what used to be called "the Dick
STEPHEN FISKE.
ens himself, seemed to do everything. tired smilingly, Dickens asked, "Is it
of the most characteristically humorous of his owrks.
wiy. Waterloo and Cedar Rapids
ens school of writers." Though he
I been dreaming? And
Have
possible?
In London, one morning, I received
1866 At the age of 54, he completed "Our Mutual
were formerly in the Three-- I
Friend."
never mentioned his immortal charyet he Is a great man! He has done CASCARETS CURE A
league.
the
1867 At the age of 55, he arrived in America to
following note:
Jack Grimm, the old
begin a lecwonderful things!"
acters, and turned the conversation
BILIOUS
Brooklyn
playHEADACHE
I
ture tour in which he appeared in many of the
en"Shipmate, ahoy! How am to
er, will manage the Newark Ohio
principal
immediately if Pecksniff, or Sam Wel-le- r tertain an American who
None of the portraits
recities and was received everywhere with the greatest corneither
published
State
eats,
league team next eeason. Jack
or Mr. Dombey happened to be
drinks, smokes, chews nor swears? sembled Dickens at the prime of life Gently but thoroughly clease your has had quite a lot
diality and enthusiasm.
of experience in
I ventured to ask him if he
quoted.
Liver,
Stomach
and
Bowels
and
the height of his fame. He looked
and
Please to man the lifeboat and come
1868 At the age of 56. he returned to England in failinr
the minor leagues since
health,
enjoyed his creations as much as his at once.
like
feel
a
you
retired
by
great
leaving Bhe'
morning.
and had an
c. D."
having depleted his strength by hard work and the excitebig show.
readers did.
alertness
"Certainly," he said;
and
that
at
vigor
Gad's
Mr.
ment incident to his American tour.
found
Arriving
suggested
Hill, I
Wtcher Sam Leever will
"I always have the first
You're bilious, you have a throblaugh and the George Washington Childs, of Phila- "Heave ahead, my hearties!" This
not be able
1869 At the age of 57, he began writing 'The
to report to the
Mystery of Edlirst cry."
was
sensation
bing
in
Minneapolis
suggestion
club a;
a
your
heightened
bad
his
head,
with
win Drood," which he didnot live to complete.
contentment
delphia, beaming
by
Having thus broached a forbidden and
taste in your mouth, your eyes hum, the sum of tUe 8eason The gchooi
ruddy, weather-beatehis
no
face,
grizamusement
other
requiring
uu
me
or
oo,
evwumg
o6e ui
june 9, the great
subject, Dickens was induced to show than the
hair and beard, and your skin is yellow, with dark rings '"ter" was thrown from a
writer breathed his last at "Gad's Hill Place." his home in
pleasure of being with Dick zled,
me the original
his
some
of
manuscripts
ens. At dinner Mr. Childs ate little
keen, calm, serious eyes that under your eyes; your lips are 'ently and his knee was badly
Kent, not far from Rochester, which he had purchased in
Arthur Bues, the third
of his novels and to
his
seemed
to reflect the wonders of the parched. No wonder you feel ugly,
meth
explain
base Z
and drank nothing but water, and
1856.
od of composition. There were no in
13
mean
and
Dickins slyly pretended to shudder deep. He had a brother. Frederick
Your sytsem liver
6Xpe0ted to 4
1870 On June 15, the remains were laid to rest in Westminster
terlineations, afterthoughts, changes with horror
is full of bile not
the Giants
properly passed on, the
every time his own glass Dickens, who looked so like him that
Abbey. In accordance with Dickens' own
ot expression, as in Balzac's manucoming season. Bues led the
I had often thought
and
what
need
were
a
was
you
filled.
is
twins
they
Mr.
Childs
that
cleaning up Northwestern
Persisting
feelings in the matter, the funeral was strictly private.
scripts. If a word or phrase were al- must
league in batting last
Mr. Dickens asked the same sailor like face and manner, inside. Don't continue being a bilious
tered the change was made after, not him be amused,
the
same
nuisance
to
as
talent
an
amateur
to
and
a
those
who
yourself
Mr.
of
actor,
billiards.
play
game
.j.
above, the first text, nor on the marChilds did not play billiards, and but with no literary ability. It was love you, and don't resort to harsh
When Harry Wolverton
He
said
gin.
when
seHOME.
he
DICKENS
had
that,
AT
CHARLES
lean
"Yes; everything that can be labeled
ma
Dickens proposed "a grand interna- curious to study the two brothers, ex- Physics that irritate and injure.
New York Yankee on
Dickens was very happy at Gad's is labeled. I used to be the most care lected and named a nero. he would tional pool tournament'
the field f. he
one
v,
but
everv
alike,
actly
that
dlsnrrtor
f
the
son
lacking
his
inspiropening battle of the
,. uilj
Hill. When a boy, tramping with his less of men, and had to cure myselt jot down memoranda about, him
Charles representing England. With ation of genius, as if Nature had cre- or sicken.
The property In much argument
,
father from lxmdon to Rochester, he as my work increased. Now I am a "Shall he "be rich?"
..,
oe
can
"Custom of the coun- ated duplicates and then decided to
i,i:munin
git ot
Calu-"An old aunt or uncle?"
,n- L
and so on
had stopped before the pretty house martinet. Breakfast at 9 sharp; din chancery
and much persua- endow Charles, instead of Frederick. quickly cured by- mornln with
ukuttsou the Oakland team last
In this, as in everything else, he was try"
Cascarets-thThe
world
L
knows
as
7
ey
Dickens
I
a
thorough
ner
live
work
Mr.
shall
at sharp. Otherwise this is Libsion,
childs was induced to hack
anrt m,
and exclaimed, "There
very methodical. But his Works show me as the American
as an oral story-telle- r
box from
he while you sleep. A
erty Hall."
when I get to be a man!" Uhe
champion for half writer, but
no traces of these aids to
imagination. a crown (sixty cents), and was ap- wias even more marvelous. He told your druggist will keep you and the
The room best knowtti to the public
of this prophecy seemed to
HOME ENDORSEMENT
Gad's Hill was only an appandage of
pointed umpire as soon as he declared stories almost as constantly ha Lin entire family feeling good for months.
Dickens like the happy ending, to one is the library, because of the picture
the large, adjoining estate of the Earl that he knew
Hundred, of East Las
coln or Scheherezade, but they nad a Children love to take
beVegaa Citizen.
Cascarets,
about
the game.
nothing
of hiB own fairy tales. Besides, the by Luke Pildes, carred "The Vacant of
Can Tell You All
cause they taste good and never gripe
Darnley, but it carried with it the Dickens was marker, and shouted af mysterious peculiarity.
Remember
About It
o
for
it
which
him,
was
has
Chair,"
holy
tears
to
ground
brought
place
Home endorsement, the
title of Lord of the Manor, of which ter
or sicken.
every break, "Two for the Ameri- them repeat them word for word
public exhad been trodden by the feet of many eyes. But, so far as Dickens Dickens was
pression of Eaat Las Vegas
secretly proud, and the can eagle! Fluke!" "Three for the and they had lost their magic. For exwas concerned, that chair had always
Shakespeare and was a resort of
Should
office of justice of
be evidence
ample, when we were a small family FORESTRY MEETING AT OTTAWA
peace. But he British lion! Hooray!"
beyond
been vacant. It was for the accomPoins, Peto, Pistol and
refused repeated invitations to subat Gad's Hill, we would coax Ottawa, jOnt., Feb. 7. Of more for every East La8 VegafJ rea
party
the
American
By
good
work,
a
modation
of
hall
eagle
In the
gtuests. He never useu
painted panel
merge himself like Disraeli in the own. The clock struck ten, and Mr. Dickens to tell us ffie story of the than usual interest, because of its re6XPerience ot friends
and
read. "This is Gadshill, of which Sir it, except to write the most casual peerage. The title of
w L!'8
"Woman with the Red Shawl." He presentative character, is the thirwhich he was Childs said that he
a'
"
went
to
eeriully given by
the
always
quota- notes. "How could I writ& works in most
John Falstaff said , and
will
an abbrevia- bed at 10 o'clock.
carry more weight than the Tu"
proud was "Ch-erSo Dickens, with had dreamed of a woman who wore a teenth annual congress of the Canation from "Henry the Fourth" follows. a library," he exclaimed, "with all tion of "Editor in
terances of strangers
red shawl, and at night, going home dian Forestry
Chief"
and
was
he
low
bow
a
a
and
countenance
which
association,
expressresiding in tal
There was only one other residence those volumes glaring at me and mut- thus addressed
by all his intimates.
ing the deepest sorrow and despair, after his lecture, he had met the iden- opened in the committee room of the away p,ace3. Read the following
in all England .nat Dickens preferred tering 'What, Another?'"
He would not talk of his own cre- handed
tical
woman, wearlwg the same red parliament buildings this morning un
him the two half crowns, it
reg0ry' 214 Grand Ave- - East
The books on the lower shelf of
to Gad's Hill. His favorite walk was
ations, but he frequently referred to was all like a scene from "Pickwick," shawl as in his dream. There was der the patronage of his
Vegas, N. Max., says:
stand
for
would
the
were
he
royal
and
"Doa
to Rochester,
dummies, with titles those of other authors. On a
library
visit to and as the door closed upon Mr. Childs nothing very remarkable in such an highness the governor-genera- l.
The Kidney Pills, procured at tbg
mer
hours, viewing the ruined castle; re- selected by such London humorists as Darnley Hall we noticed
Block
.
PhArm
as
t'
Dickens
incident;
but,
told it, the sessions will last two days. Numeramong the we continued the similarity by holding
"ttve Deen used In
building and repairing it; repeopling Albert Smith, Mark Lemon, Edmund family portraits,
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m
uLr
from the Cru- hands and dancing arouna the table.
story interested, amused and thrilled ous papers and addresses will be
n
pre I
it with the kings and queens, lords Yates and Andrew Halliday. "Uvea saders, that of adating
results.
rden-halred
us, though he had heard it over and sented with a view to
boy.
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door
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Presently
Mr.
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and
its
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establishing
of the Poets" was so thin that mere dressed in
iccommend this
and ladies who had lived within
over
black velvet, and lo: a per- Childs
broader
Paration
again.
as
one that ,iveS UD to
understanding of tine forest
reappeared with his bedroom
was
room for the title on the fect
massive walls. One day he said:
dluplicate of that boy, the like candle and the two half crowns. In a
He talked with sucn a quaint pre and its relation to the great indus- i esentations."
"If I could only have this old casLe back. "Five Minutes in India, By an
For sale by all
cision, such an undertone of fun, wit tries depending on it, to advancing
dealers. Price 60
to live in I would refit part of it at my Englishman," was in five portly
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and
it
use
conservative
that
as
if
seemed
satire,
of
he
the
reforest
on
Bacon"
own expense and keep it open to the
caricatured
Co., Buffalo
"Eggs
might have saved himself many weary sources for both the present and fuSO,e affents ,or the
public on certain days or uours. It "Coke on Littleton." Dicuens recalled
hours by dictating his novels to a ture need of these industries, and to
would not cost so very much. I have the authors of all the dummies and
Remember the
stimulating tJhem. Representation at
stenographer."
is
s-nd
made the calculations. But this oik would roll on the floor With glee as he
Across the road, but within the the congress includes cabinet officers take no other.
come
never
will
told
that
about
them.
dreams
of my
manor of Gad's Hill and under the jur- aJid members of parliament, forest exHis important writing was done in
true."
isdiction of Dickens as landlord and perts and practical lumbermen.
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large bedroom upstairs
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as
Pinchot, former chief forester of
justice of the peoce, was a country
America I obtained an interview with chalet on the opposite Bide of me roau,
Denver, Feb.
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tne United Stages, will deliver one ot
called
tavern,
"The
originally
then
Jolly
connected with Gad's Hill by a tunanother great novelist, Disraeli,
today entered upon the dutie Brown,
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rechrfstened
Boy,"
addresses.
principal
"Sir
John
new position as
premier of Great Britain, and told him nel cut through the chalk soil, so that
vice
Falstaff's Inn." One night there was
president and
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admirnothing
Grande
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CENTENARY
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raiiroad. Mr Brown
went over in a body, Dickens leading,
London, Feb.
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England
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Among a party of ed today in a suitable
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a
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blood
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the one hundredth
The chalet was presented to him by
formal request to be appointed
anniversay of the started his career at the age of n
down his face, and he said birth of
streaming
ue
and
as
Charles
a
Charles Dickens. In London
todian of Rochester Castle,
Fechter, the famous French
messenger boy on the Rock
that the landlord had struck him with the most
notable feature of the cele- and road. In the service of
shall receive his commission from actor, who saw it at the Paris exposia
the
pewter pot.
bration was the annual dinner of
Her Gracious Majesty, who Will be afr tion. It arrived at Gad's Hill In sec
the s'and he rose to the position of
"Did you strike this man?" asked
to
his
I
am
o
accede
as
numbered
and
boxed.
at
which
tions,
"Boz'dlub,
.
carefully
dispatcher.
pleased
left that roatl
Dickens sternly.
Dickens had the boxes strewn carepsjesldled
wishes."
Mlany magnificent fioiial er the employ of the
"Veil, sir," 'replied the landlord, offerings, some of them
c . of which he
Thus, within a year, the dream of lessly over the lawn, anu, when Fechfrom distant
general
"vether Hi 'it that mon on the 'ed vith part of the
Rochester Castle would huve been re- ter arrived, asked him anxiously,
world, were deposited at Penntendent of the westerSo8;'
a pewter pot hit his
alized had not Dickens died untimely. "Why have you sent me this lumber?"
notjpr the likes the grave of the famous novelist in winch Position ho fflIed
of me to say, sir; but the himpression Westminster
Gad's Hill is a small stone parson- "Ciel!" cried Fecnter, "but I have
change to the Denver and
Abbey.
Rio G ande
on my mind his thai mi did not."
age, sweet with flowers. To the left been swindled! They told me they
"Well, sir," retorted Dickens judicof the central hall which was hung would send you a Swiss chalet to write
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ially, "whether you nit that man on
with scenes painted by siansfield for in!"
the head with a pewter pot it is not
I never knew any visitor to be adamateur performances were the refor me to say; but rne Impression on
ception and dining rooms. On the mitted to this chalet. In it Dickens
his head is that you did!"
right were the library and bl'Hard was as secluded as a hospice on th
Dickens left no memoranda from
room. On a side door was the u itlce, Alps. There was no special view to
which
the plot of his uncompleted
his
to
distract
from
the
attention
grease
kitchen,
his
work
"This leads
novel "The Mystery of Edwin Drood,"
the
Darn-lethe
woods
of
closed."
meadows,
only
keep
mkJ B could be discovered.
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But before writPark and the changing sky. He
Placards, labels and signs were pe
ing this novel) he told me of a plot
culiarities of the house. In the sleep- had four regular working hours, and
US0 THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD IR ORE DAY.
which he was considering. Pointing
ing rooms were benches lettered in no day laborer was more punctual
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W. Silver Avenue
to a building on the bank of the Always remember the full name. Look
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black, "For trunk." "For portmanteau." His vacations were his lecturing tours.
Thames, he said: "That is our Poor for this
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he was dead and took him to the place
where he was found and hid him in
this well where they found him.
What distance from the
Question.
house did this killing take place?
Answer. About five nundred yards
from ihe house of Gregoria carcla,
Q. What date, month and year did
this happen?
A. It was on a Sunday, November,
1911.
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MAR. MAN WHO KILLED LUCAS VIGIL
AT ROY MAKES SIGNED STATEOF
MENT FOR PROSECUTOR.
OF Y. M. C. A.

TO FATHOM THE
VELOUS DISAPPEARANCE

UNABLE

HABITUE

"What kcttme of the Y. M. C. A.'s
cue ball?" This is a question with
s
which the association and iolice
are
their
Laa
of
Vegas
puzzling
heads and making every effort to find
an answer. In a mysterous manner
the sphere disappeared from the association parlors Monday afternoon
and though every possible effort is being made to uncover the little ball no
trace of it had been found up to 4
o'clock thj afternoon. When the
ball was ltrdt missed it was thought
that it had been mislaid by some
members of the association and that
it would I""1 UU soone ror later. However, after a thorough search of the
Y. M C. A. pool room and office and
no trace had been found, Secretary
Marwick came to the conclusion that
some mischievous junior or senior had
hidden the ball. He issued a statement that if the person guilty of stealing or hiding the ball would fork over
the wanted article, that no questions
would be asked nor the name of th
(mm given. This, however, was as
futile as the first search for the ball
and Chief Ben Coles was called to the
scene.
The chief of police looked ovor the
giflimd thoroughly, but the search fail
ed to disclose any trace of the sphere.
Marwick, who was the last person to
play en the table, was cross exaaiined
by the chief with the hope that questioning might refresh the secretary's
memory and that he might make a
mentaJ picture of the incidents preceding and following the disappearance
of the sphere and in this manual- lo
cate the cue ball. But of no avail,
for the last time Marwick saw the
ball it was reposing peacefully on the
center of the pool table. It is said
that Sheriff Roman GaJlegos was
later notified, but he, too, failed to
discover any tracks left by the ball in
its disappearance. The balls ou the
new table are lively, it must be ac
knowledged, but there is no record of
a cue ball ever leaving the table without the aid of some physical force,
so the police of Greater Las Vegas
and San Miguel countf have come to
the conclusion that some one must
ave crooked the ball.
The Interest of the people of Las
e.:?as have been stirred by ihis mys
terious disappearance of M inn(cent
cue ball and if some trace of tbe
sphere is not found by dark a reward
ill be offered for the capture of the
't petrator of the deed.
The luoULt- police have been notifiel and the
miiitia likely will be called on. An
amateur actor is strongly suspected
as he is said to be quick to "take the
cue."

'

Roy, N. M., Feb. 7. in a sworn
statement, made before a justce of
the peace at Roy, Mora county, Abel
Flores, now in jail awaiting the grand

otti-elal-

1

-

A'BILLION DOLLAR
COUNTRY

jury's action for shooting anu killing
Lucas Vigil, six miles south of Roy
last November, declares that he shot
had been
only when his own
threatened and when ne had reason
to believe that Vigil was about 10
execute his threat wnu a gun concealed about his person, as recently
stated, the killing came to light only
recently when the body of tne dead
man was discovered in an abandoned
well a mile from the ranch of Mrs.
Gregorla Garcia, where tne fracas occurred. The statement now in the
possession of District Attorney Ward,
is as follows:
On this certain day t was coming
from the breaks toward the house
I failed to see
of Gregoria Garcia.
anyone at the house during the time
that I have been looking at the house.
saw by father was coming to
Then
the house. When he got there thin
man, Lucas Vigil, was near the house.
started to run away, in the direction
where I was. He sat down. He did
not see me. Then I saw my father
tuning back, following the road back,
then he met this woman, Gregoria
Garcia; then they went to the house,
but my father did not go inside uie
house; then he went to lock up some
goats, which boy was bringing into
the corral; from the corral they came
to the house and came near the
house; the woman was outside from
where they left for our home; the
boy's name who was with my father
is Donaciano Flores, these are the two
I have reference to when 1 said they
left for our home.
Question. What do you mean when
you say our home?
Answer. The house where we live,
my father's house, Ramon Flores.
(Statement continued).
When they were quite a distance
on the hill, this feilow, Vigil, went
towards the house of this woman,
Gregoria Garcia; I spoke to him to
wait, when he answered me that he
would not stop; then he yelled if I
was not forbidden to come to this
house. I have 'told you thac I would
kill you, he said, and he called me
" Then 1
a bad word, "
went towards where he was and told
him this was his time to kill mo,
then he turned to where 1 was. He
had a blanket ova- his shoulder and
made a move, I think, for a gun, saying that this woman, he was bossing
and that he would kill me; then when
he turned towards me, I pulled my
rifle; then when he said he did not
want to fight opening his arms, Dut
he had his hand under his blanket
and having threatened me 1 ured the
shot. He was left turning around
and I started running away horseback.
I went to the house of my father and
did not do anything further until
three days later; I went and picked
him up to satisfy myself if he was
dead. When I found him . saw that

What's the matter with a tariff
bill that stimulates domestic
production to such a point that for the
fust time in lh history of the country the expo's of manufactures
tached the stupendous total of more
than a billion dollars a thousand
And what's
million dollars
the
matter with a tariff bill that increases the revenues of the country
to an unprecedented figure by increasing inports several hundreds
million dollars!
What's the matter with a president who stands tor policies which
make all this possible? What's the
matter with a party that elects a
president who is the head of an administration under wbich such magnificent Industrial records are established?
The most gratifying feature of the
TELEPHONE MEN MEET
Chicago, Feb. 7. Chicago is entershowing is the fact that this tremendous increase is in manufac- taning for three days the largesit gath
tures, for that mea3 that hundreds ering of telephone men ever assem
of thousands of workmen are kept bled in this or any other country, the
employed, and that hundreds of mil- occasion being the fifteenth annual
lions of dollars in wages are paid convention of the National Independ
every year that would otherwise not ent Telephone association. This, the
Yet there are those who opening day was devoted to the rebe paid.
are howling about the business of ception of the visitors and an inspec
the country declining and needing tion of the elaborate exhibition of the
some sort of a "savior." There are most improved telephone appliances
those who are denouncing the party which is a feature of the gathering.
that stands for industrial policies The business sessions will begin at
that reach out into the buying mar the Hotel Sherman tomorrow and
kets of the world and sell American wiy be devoted to the discussion of in- vestment methods, commission regu'jjoods in greater quantities.
There are those who are denouncing lation, interstate commerce account
President Taft for championing these ing system and other subjects in
policies and refusing to deliver over which the telephone men are mutual- interested.
the industries of America and the
worklngmen who depend upon those
industries to the foreign competitor.
If the tariff hill which President Taft
approved increases botn exports an
WITH THE BOXERS
imports, it can hardly be such an in
iquitous measure as nls opponents in
slst it is. If it did nothing more than
increase exports, it would certainly
Freddie Welsh, the English boxer
dWerve commendation for providing expects to be back in the game again
a market for the tilings America has next Maroh.
.
to sell. But it increases import, for
Aixer matting a successful tour in
com
the most part of
England, Willie Houck, the feather
modifies, and swells the revenues of weight boxer, has returned to his
the country.
his home in Phlladelpha.
New Mexico had its first prize fight
If it were not for the protective
policy in general and the present tariff in 17 years recently, when a Mexican
bill in particular, if it were not for by tile name of Gonzales defeated an
republican policies and such a presi American soldier named Hunt
dent as Taft, thousands of those who
It looks like curtains for the box
are shouting for tarn reform would ing game in Boston. The old Armory
be so busy looking for Jobs that they A. G. has closed and Eddie Keevln
would not have time to do any shout who started tne American A. C, was
ing. The republican party and its pol fined $500 in the Boston police court
icies keep them at work and they the cither day for promoting illegal
have their spare time for complaining boxing exhibitions.
-

I

-

SUGAf ADVANCES.
ment and Agency Corporation, went Xewi York, Feb. 7. All grades of
refined sugar were advanced 10 cents
to Watrous yesterday afternoon

William Shillinglaw, of the Invest

land business.

Ia

hundred pounds today.

No on.
Who helped you to dispose of
the body and take it to the well?
A. Myself with a horse. I carried
him alone on my horse.
Q. Did you find a gun on this man,
Lucas Vigil, when you pocked the
body up to take it to the well?
A. No, he had no gun.
of
weapon
Q. Did he have any
any kind on his person?
A.
Q.

A.
Q.
A.
Q.

He had a knife.
What kind of a knife?
A dagger.
What did you do with the

dag-

ger?

burned all r:ie papers and
dropped the dagger when was passing.
Q. What Kind of papers did you
burn? Did you reao any?
A. I took them out of his inside
A.

1

1

pocket and burned them without reading them; they looked like ballots
and letters, wrapped in a newspaper.
Q. Did you search in more than
one pocket?
A. 'Only In this one pocket.
Q. How far apart were you when
you fired the shot at Lucas Vigil?

About 10 or 12 feet.
Were you on your horse when
you fired the shot, er on foot?
A. I was on my horse.
Q. Is the above statement made of
your own free, voluntary act and deed
and is it correct?
A. Yes, and it is true.
A.

Q.

THE DOCTOR'S QUESTION
Much Sickness Due to Bowel Dis
orders.
A doctor's first question when con
sulted by a patient is, "Are your bow
els regular?" He knows that 98 per
cent of illness is attendea with inactive bowels and torpid liver, and that
this condition must be removed gently
and thoroughly before health can be
restored.
Rexall Orderlies are a positive,
pleasant, and safe remeay for constipation and bowel disorders in general.
We are so certain of their great curative value that we promtse to return
the purchaser's money in every case
when they fail to produce entire

for

I

"Pursuant to the requirement of
the call made by the republican national committee on December 12,
1911, for a republican national convention to be held in the eity of Chicago in the state of Illinois, at 12
o'clocki non on Tuesday. Jane 18,
1912, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for president and
to be voted for at the presidential election on Tuesday, November, 5, 1912, and for the transaction
of such other business as may come
before. It the republican central committee of the state of New Mexico assembled at Santa Fe on this 25th day
of January, 1912, hereby calls for the
holding of a convention of the re
publican party of the state of New
Mexico, to be held In the city of Santa
Fe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clock
on Friday, the eighth day of March,
A. D.. 1912 for the purpose of select
ing eight delegates and eight alter
nates to represent the republican par-state of New Mexico In the
ty c
said national convention called to be
hied at Chicago on the 18th day of
June, 1912.
The republican central committees
of the various counties of the state
are by this committee requested and
directed to issue a call for the holding of a county convention of the re
publican party in the respective counties upon such notice and date as they
may deem expedient for the purpose of
electing delegates to the state convention to be held on the 8th day of
March, 1912, as aforesaid, and which
the basis of representation shall be
one delegate for each one hundred
votes or more, cast for the republican
voes or more, cast for the republican
candidate for governor of the state
of New Mexico at the late election
held on the 7th day of November,
f 911, and one delegate at large from
each county In addition upon which
basis the representation In the state
convention of the republican party of
the state of New Mexico to be held
on March 8, 1912, from the several
counties of the state shall be as fol
lows:
19
Bernalillo
7
Chavez

salts-factio-

Rexall Orderlies nrp eaten like
candy, they act quietly. and ala in producing a soothing, strengthening, healing influence on the entire Intestinal
tract. They do not purge, gripe, cause

Colfax

f
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USDpress-

14

Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna

li

FLOUR

It's Vmelr-Whit- er
arvd Morfc Urviforrrv
MadebyLARABEES
PROCESS.

Famous GERAN

Silverware
Rogers'
in every sack.
Co.
Gosse Kely
a

coupon

j
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Ask Your Grocer for It
FOLLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

OVERLAND MODEL 59 T
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Machine Shop
Wm. Whalen, Prop,

Phone Main 344,

HOUSE

DUNCAN OPERA

FEB. 7TH

The Season's Solid Success

6

11
8

0
15

MoKinley
Mora

Otero

Ten Months at
Herald Square Theatre
New York

Five Months at
Whitney Opera House
Chicago

4

:

6
9

Quay
Rio Arriba

JOS.

20

Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance

4

(VI.

QA1TES

MAGNIFICENT PRODUCTION

6

5
30
18
6

nausea, flatulence, excessive looseness, diarrhoea, or other annoying effect.
They are especially good for
children, weak persons, or old folks.
Three sizes, 10c, 23c, and 50c. Sold
only at our store Tne Rexall Store.
E. G. Murphey.
Union
Valencia

THREE

I WINS

22
14

10
14
19

Introducing the Brilliant

Comedian

GEORGE EBNER

DID YOU HEAR

What the ground hog had to say the
other day? He declared that six more
weeks of winter were sure to come.
We had a taste Saturday and Sunday
of what can lie expected this month.
Renter get your coalF shed filled up right
now.
The Coors Lumber company
has a plentiful supply and will fill all
orders promptly.

-

D

evervBatfirvg Problem.

4

Dona Ana
Eddy

GERMAN-MILLE-

the ir.sver to

17
:

Curry

h

(Late Star

305
Total
All notices of contest shall be sub
mitted In writing, setting forth the
grounds of contest, which must be
filed with the secretary of the state
central committee at least three days
before the meeting of the state

r

Merry Widow)

he Greatest

SUPPORTED BY

(

Permission

MISS GERTRUDE HUTCHESON
Musical Comedy Success America Has
IT IS DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHERS

MORE

SONG HITS
LAUGHS
PRETTY GIRLS

W.

Book by Charles Dixon

Music by Karl Hoschna
Lyrics by O. A. Hauerbach

All county conventions must be held
not later than the 4th day of March,
VENCESLAO

JARAMILLO,
Chalrm--

Home

I
1
1

Baked

ll Dr. Prices
CREAM

I BakingPowder
1
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Grapes

I

Ginghams all

Ladies'

Here

Home

ffiH Pattern

5,000 yards of them

Healthful Food

I
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j

12
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Oounten

Journal

J

Patterns

per 'yard

FIRST SHIPMENT OF OXFORDS
AND PUMPS

JUST RECEIVED
THE

J

Subscribe tor The Optic

New Spring

Flaky Biscuits
Delicious Cake
made wiih

n.

HERBERT W. CLARK,
Secretary.

Savage)

Ever Known

1912.
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Q. Was anybody else present at the
time the shot was fired?

Call for Republican Convention
the State of New Mexiee

SEASON'S

'The

BEST

STYLES

AND

MATERIALS

Store of Quality"

MCHARACffS
E.lasVegas
n.m:

MtKUt

LAB

VECAS

DAILY

OPTIC,

WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY

7, 1912.

that they
need the cattle themaeltfc.'
A telegram received In Juarez
dated Jimenez and signed by
A bran Gonzales, Mexican minister of
-- obernacion,
stated that he was leaving there today for Eagle Pass, and
El Paso, en route to Juarez. Gonzales
was reported yesterday as a prison
r of the rebels at Jimenez.
by the rebels who declared

HIGHS

PERSONALS

Tbe Prescriplionlst

P. McCormick came in from his
home near Chaperito yesterday afterThe man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
leaving
prescription
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

noon.
J. Sanders of Trinidad came in yes- -

TO GO TO NORMA L
TO

ALBUQUERQUE

INVITED

SEND

ITS

WARRIORS

TOMORROW

teraay aiternoon rrom Colorado on
business.
TOURNAMENT
Miss Jennie Freeman has returned BOTH BOYS' AND GIRLS' TEAMS TO BASKETBALL
from a month's visit with her parents
TO BE HELD IN EL PASO FEBSCHEDULED TO PLAY FRIDAY
in Marceline, Mo.
RUARY 23 AND 24
IN THE DUKE CITY
Kugenio Romero, county treasurer
was in Santa Fe Monuay and yester
The management of the New MexThe boys' and girls' basketball
day On business.
Normal University basketball team
ico
Murray Carleton, Jr., came in this teams of the Las Vegas High School
received a communication
will
on
leave
tomorrow
afternoon
yesterday
afternoon from his ranch east of Wat-routrain No. T for Albuquerque where on irom El Paso inviting the NormaiKes
on business.
in the Southwestern
Miss Ethel Crawford was in Las Friday night they will meet the two to take ipart
which will occur in
Festival
Athletic
teams
school
from
Duke
the
City
High
Vegas yesterday ana today from her
23 and 24.
on
Pass
in a doubleheader.
the
February
In
City
contests
the
home near Cherryvale.
are being made
event
the
for
be-Plans
of
last
here
Friday
played
night
Qeorge Sena, clerk of Guadalupe
tween these aggregations the girls' by the Bfl Paso Military Institute and
WINTERS DRUG GO.
county, is fu Las Vegas today on a
team of Las Vegas and the boys' team teams from all over New Mexico and
short business trip.
of
Albuquerque were the winners, western Texas have been invited to
Phone Main i
Dr. W. R. Tipton went to Wagon
each
team triumphing by one
int. larticlpate.
Mound yesterday afternoon on late
The games in the Duke City will de-- !
It has not been decided as yet
train No. 10 on business.
William J. Mills re nionatrate conclusively wihether the whether the Normal team will go to
turned this afternoon from a short Meadow City teams or Duke City ag the border to enter in the meet, but
gregations are the superior.
provided the necessary funds for trav- business trip to Albuquerque.
I
extra
prac-the
1 Miss Bessie
week
luring
past
cling expenses run be raised, there
Dunn is in Las
New White Lingerie from her home in Gascon on a Vegas
short tice workouts have been held and the is lilt tie doubt, but that it will comweak ioints in the two teams that pete.
According to the plans each
visit with Mrs. Charles Rudulph.
team entering in the meet shail pa
Steven B. Powers left this afternoon showed up Friday night have
for La Junta, on a short business trip remedied. The squad of the Normal Its expenses for the trip to El i'aso
WAISTS
in the interests of the Aqua i'ura com University has been practicing with and the gate receipts shall be divided
the boys of the Hi?h School and the at the conclusion of the meet.
pany.
During the meet each team will
Colonel R. E. Twitchell returned prospects are for as close games as
were played here.
with every other aggregation and
play
afternoon
Neck
Santa
from
Fe
Low
and
esterday
High
The two squads, including teams at the end of the meet the team with
where he had been several days on
and two subs, each, will be accom- the largest number of points will bo
Persian Lawn and Batiste business.
to the Duke City by Secretary awarded first place. This method has
Jerry Fielding came in last night panied
rom the road building camp near A. R. Marwick of the Y. M. C. A., who been adopted as it will eliminated the
will referee for Las Vegas, and b
necessity of playing off any ties,
"hapelle where he is in charge of the
Mias Ethel Musser, a teacher of the
Inch, in a large event of this kind,
ommissary department.
O. B. Earickson, of EaricKson & High School, who has been coaching would no doubt result.
the girls' team, and who will diaper-- '
That the Normal team would be a
'ompany, dealers in general merchan-lis- e
one the party.
came
last
in
Fort
in
Sumner,
competitor for first honors in the
Blouses
New
Middy
'
The basketball fans of Albuquerque meet seems
assured, as already it has
light on a business trip.
are
forward to fast contests demonstrated its
superiority over the
Harry W. Kelly of Gross Kelly & and looking
the games will no doubt be play- teams in Las
Vegas and Albuquerque.
Oomzpany, returned last night from ed
before a big crowd.
The AlbuThe boys of the Normal University
Albuquerque where he had been on
querque Journal says of the contests: have never been represented
business for the company.
by a
The basketball fans of Albuquerque faster team than this year and in a
William M. Miller, of Albuquerque,
are promised the best games of the meet in El Paso
they would be a
agent for the Sunny Monday company, season
thus far in Friday night's big credit to the school and to Las Vegas.
came in from the Duke City yesterday
JOF and was in Las
doubleheader contest between the
Vegns today on busigirls' and boys' teams of the Albuquer
ness.
high school and the teams repreque
G.
District Attotrney Charles W.
the Las Vegas high school. MEXICO HOPEFUL FOh
senting
Shaw
J.
and
W.
Lucas
Ward,
Henry
HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH
The
will be played in the armgames
returned last night from Mora where
the
ory,
girls'
game beginning at 8:30
on
two
a
business
days'
RENEWAL OF PEACE
they had been
PHONE MAIN 104
o'clock.
The admission will be "n
trip.
cents. It is hoped a large crowd will
Attorney Thomas B. Catron of Santa turn
out, since the expense of getting GENERAL OROZCO MAY REMAIN
Fe, passed through Las Vegas this aftteams here is very heavy.
the
visiting
ernoon en route from the northern
LOYAL SINCE ELECTION
AS
The Albuquerque high school teams
in
the
state
to
his
home
the
of
CHIHUAHUA'S GOVERNOR
part
have been practicing
faithfully for
City.
NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN Capital
s
Friday night's game and the boys exMiss Beulah Tillman, clerk In
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 7. The elecstore, is now in Albuquerque, pect to repeat t.heir victory over the tion of Paseual " Orozco ae governor of
athletes, while the Albuquer- Chihuahua by tbe state legislature
EVERGLADES WRANGLE where she expects to spend several Vegas
are determined to retrieve
que
girls
visit
also
will
yesterday is hoped by the friends of
days. Miss Tillman
Beleu before returning to Las Vegas. their defeat suffered at Las Vegas. Madero to be the first step toward
Mrs. M. Tillman and her daughter, Since the games at Las Vegas were restoring peace in Chihuahua. If Oroz-cDEMOCRATIC MEMBERS OF COMremains loyal to Madero, it is be.Miss
Merle Tillman, are Vn Las Vegas each decided by the narrow margin
EXPENDITURES
MITTEE ON
of a single point, the teams appear lieved he can put down the trouble.
from their home in Marceline, Mo.,
HOLD A MEETING.
evenly matched, insuring fast and inDavid De La Fuente, recognized as
SESSION.
visiting their son, A. D. Tillman. They
contests.
expect to remain in Las Vegas several teresting
leading agent of the Vasquez Gomez
months.
New
developpropaganda in Mexico, was in El Paso
f.
Feb.
Washington,
Frank A. Roy, accompanied by E. THE STORY OF GOOD ST. VALEN last night and left today for the east,
ments In the prospective congressand W. P. Tindell of Roy, and
presumably San Antonio, where GoTINE.
ional investigating into the attitude of J. Roy,
M.
F.
of
mez now is.
Hughes of Salina, Kan., arrived
tne
first
one
married
of
department
officials
Having
secretly
high
oi yesterday afternoon from Roy in Mr. happy pair, he was prevailed upon to
Mexican National trains are all
agriculture toward tne exploitation
car and were visitors in examine the assortment of valentines
touring
were
Roy's
lands
operating south of here today as usual
the Florida everglade
Las Vegas today.
at
10
25
cent
the
and
store
but the Mexieo Northwestern, owned
the
5,
and
wuen
promised toaay
The regular monthly meetng of tihe prices were so attractive, from one by the Pearsm syndicate of New York
of the house committee on expendia board of directors of tne r. M. C. A. cent to 25, cents, and there being so and London, has annulled all trains
tures in that department called
was held last night in the association many styles to pick Irom, he bought until further orders. Mexican rebels
members
meeting of the democratic
an building. Nothing nut routine busi all of his valentines at this popular last night burned seven bridges south
of his committee and went into
The meeting store. As our valentine
ness was transacted.
postcards and of Santa Sofia, which is 105 miles
executive session with Senators Bryan
was well attended.
are
valentines
Florida.
of
selling very rapidly, south of here. In attempt to load a
and Fletcher
D. T. Hoskins, cashier of the San don't
off buying till the stocks are train of cattle on this railroad this
put
Solicitor McCabe cjf the department
Miguel National hank, returned this ail broken.
morning at San Pedro was prevented
of agriculture had. planned to appear
from Albuquerque, where
afternoon
tell
and
committee
the
today before
he had been to attend a meeting oi
the department's side of the case,
mothe New Mexico Bankers' association
but this was deferred at the last
of which he is vice president. Erie
mpnt.
Hoke, assistant cashier of the First
At the department of agriculture
of tne
to a National bank and secretary
the
today attention was directed
from
in
came
also
.ironlar which it was said, association,
afternoon.
this
Duke
City
out to all
Secretary Wilson had sent
all who wrote to the department tor
The funeral of Mrs. Emily Pierce
agricultural
information as to the
afternoon from the
this
occurred
rwf
th everglades land.
Mrs. A. Lang-stoner
of
daughter,
With K C Baking Powder any
home
the
.that
li
jjf
"The department believes
Interment
avenue.
'f
Grand
722
housewife can easily make bis- f the evrrglades is ieasiu.
J
Jfj
C.
E.
Rev.
Masonic
cemetery.
in
was
the
from an engineering standpoint,
cuits, cakes and pastries that surof the Methodist church of,.
read, "but has no opm Anderson
the product of the world's
V.
pass
were
of the ficiated. The pall bearers
ion to offer as to the value
I
chefs. A trial will prove
James
greatest
George Tripp,
Rathburn,
lands for agriculture when drained.
V.
H.
satisfaction.
to
Hansen,
that
entire
Quigley,
your
liugh
1y
Young,
y
t,.. .to,vrrtmTit has never invest!
and Dave CoTiway and S. Wallis. Mrs.
Send
T"
the
for
.,t,.,i aHvorfiBine land companies
as Pierce arioiier husband were formerly
is unable to furnish information
(i,
fegjgsa KC Cook's Book $
(
residents of Las Vegaa and many of
them.
i
ii.Miitv of anv of
in atwere
the
of
family
friends
rA
ehsvnM invest money in land the
it first and tendance at the funeral.
anywhere without, seeing
the surrounding GOB
of- staying ail
Acting upon the authority of an
issued
court
by
document der of the district
developed that a senate
Roman
Sheriff
David
J.
Leahy,
Judge
ordered printed last, summer, relating
the Gallegos yesterday took possession of
,
to the everglades did not. contain
otn r'ool atfvro rir Jfl.tionnl
i.u owm
Department tne uviu
report made by Former revised by avenue near the county bridge. The
as
Engineer J. O. Wright,
contained court had given Judgment against the
(Hief Engineer Elliot, but
af- store, of which L. Stern Is propriea second revision made by Wright
tor In favor of the Charles Ilfeld
the
of
ter he had left the employ
in the sum of $1,975. The
company
of
to become chief engineer
is alleged to have been indebted
store
Wfr
amount.
Florida, in a letter to Secretary
Wright to the Ilfeld company to that
1911.
son on November 25,
will toe sold under
W
likely
re-,- t
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$1.00 to $4.00
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$1.60
Spasmodic,
S1.35
Sunbeam,
Junior Tattoo,
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ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
OPTICIAN

AND

JEWELER

LAS VEGAS NEW MFXICO
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"WAIT COLUMNS"

-

In

J. S. Mbol tif Wnlroim ciiinn
from Inn homn ypntorilnv nflnrmiim

olssn cotton rag.
pound.

11800
lent location; easily worth $2,000
Better hurry If you want to take
1'ART CASH, BALANCE ON TIM If
will buy a good two story frame advantage of this bargain.
Investment and Agency
Corpora
bouse, 7 rooms and hath, corner lot,
sidewalks In on both streets, excel tion, Phone Main 40.

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00
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AT THE STORE

J.

IT CUNNINOHAM,
FRANK SPKINUbK.

I

$1.75

Eight Day,

a rope attachment with which the
hell can be sounded on the occasion
of council and other meetings. The
city hall has been without a bell for
the past six months and the firemen
have been Iforced to rely on 'th
power house p.ud round hotso whfMlcii
for all fire calls. The bell will
shipped as soon as ponllli. Ill lifsl
having telegraphed tint order tblx lift
ernoon " the Mnnoi-lroiiipiiiiy
li-

FOR EVERYBODY

ALARM CLOCKS

i je fire commute of the city coun
cil and the the bell committee of the
East Las Vegas fire department today
awarded the contract for the new
bell for the city hall and fire house
to Ludwig William Ilfeld, hardware
dealer. The new bell for the EaBt
side department will cost $325. Both
Mr. Ilfeld and F. J. Gehring were bidders for the bell, Mr. Gehring putting
in a Md for $333. The hell is to be
the Meneely 900 pound hell with com
plete automatic fixtures, it is manu
factored by the Meneely company ot
Watervliet, N. Y. The bell will be in
stalled with automatic apparatus to be
rung from the centrarouice ot the tele
phone company. There will also be

$1.00 to $1.75

Mur-phey'-

Sleep 'till waking time comes.

-

l'rsldent

v

yy

VD

d

t.

HOSKINS. Cashier,

I
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

.

Las Vegas Savings Bank
-

-

-- i'-

I

1
v

Capital
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

o

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T.

Hoskins

Interest Pa.id on Deposits
At

w"""

,t

BeTfour Own

,ina

QiefA
lill

i, ltr

y

If
rVV

POWDER

WHY

IT PAYS

TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS

f

S. f IHIP
yS,

.

IT BAKING

I

0eJ

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, no
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only afprotection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

U

I

tSf.B. ttela li'Mii

-

1

VEGAS DAILY

LAS

PRACTICE

OF DEEP

tt i. Neceary
tfo

If when the hogs are growing fast
their hind legs become weak, feed a
little bone meal dally.
Examine adder and teats carefully;
see that both teata are open or you
may have caked adder.
Sheep have warm wool coats; don't
be afraid to turn them out in good
weather, even if It Is cold.
The sheep industry cannot reach
perfection until every mongrel dog in
the land is exterminated.
The successful feeding of lambs depends largely on their being offered
great variety of food while In the

PLOWING
Coneerva- -

for Water
farwara Allva to acientmc
At
fa Just Developed

i

la the new farming, deep plowing It
tptktllced. Tie haa.Tr traction plows
1)1 ta deeper than the ordinary plowshare. Deep plowing la a necessity

tor water conservation.
.

Every drop

be held In the soil if a
This Is best
grown.
done by plowing deep and then breaking nil lamDS with the cultivator.
In the top soli,
"Where" luBfps
are left
I
.
. . .
. .
the wind yiiicKiy ones tnem auuj
of
the soil.
out
moisture
the
draws
But when the soil Is plowed deep and
the surf so- tightly packed, all moisture that falls Is retained for an Incredible length of time, and feeds the
roots of the wheat during the sum-me- t
months when no rain falls.
The giant seeders plant only half
a buihel of wheat to the acre, which
la sufllcient for the needs of the "low

of water i$at
crop U to? be

7rds

The pigs and the light porkers
sbould go to the market early.
Oats for the brood sows will produce better muscle for the pigs.

Shredded Fodder on Berries.
the strawberry bed has not yet
been covered, and shredded corn fodder can be had. there is no better
material which can be used. An ad
vantage which it possesses over straw
grade farmer." Under such conditions or most other litter. Is that it is free
tt yield of ten bushels of wheat to the from weed seed. The plants are usuau:r means a good profit to the Indi- ally Injured, If at all. In the late
vidual who farms by wholesale. Such winter, so the covering should not be
av yield would spell poverty for the
put on soon.
majl farmer with a hundred or two
differ-fao(acres but there Is where the
Proper Shoeing.
e
between
farming and
tn shoeing the foot should only have
as
comes
in. Just
farming
so much hoof removed from it at each
tn?;mining.
shoeing as is necessary for the proper
fee farmers who have begun this lilting of the shoe.
task of "whipping the desert" are
lallve to all the scientific aids that
Chewing Gum Now Under Ban.
Tisve been developed In recent years.
Gum chewing is the latest practice
various
the
studied
have
They
with the disapproval of the
theories from Campbell's to meet
which has decreed
navy
department,
down, but are generally following the that gum shall no longer form part ol
"Kelly system." Kelly is a plain, the stocks of ships' Rtores. The decree
farmer who has lived for
follows the recommendation of Capt.
aears on the high plains of eastern William F. Fullam, fcrmer commander
his
followed
'Colorado, and who has
the
of the Mississippi, who brands
own unique method of crop raising
as "decidedly
habit
gum
chewing
with such good results that he Is now
for obvious reasons."
wealthy. Kelly plows deep the first
attenNOT QUITE
year, but afterward pays little
I Ion to the cultivation of the soil.
of fighting the weeds and Rus-clathistles, he uses them as an aid.
He plant! his wheat among them, be- cause the weeds act as a protection
to the seeds, when the hot, dry
winds of early spring and late fall are
If

e

high-grad-

liard-hande-

d

blowing.
The question of acclimatized seed
is also one to consider In reclaiming
the desert, either by wholesale or
About twenty years
retail means.
ago Robert Gauss of Denver began a
eeries of experiments, In the belief

OPTIC,

WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY 7, 1912.

DIFFERENCE.
Eatray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
no difference
whether you know or not that we may concern that the following
have wines, whiskies, etc., etc. But
eatray animal was taken up by
It does make a big difference If you Lucy Raley, Orogrande, N. M., Jan.
don't know that we sell the purest, 29, 1912.
To-w:
One white horse, 13 years
that our prices are the lowest, out
deliveries prompt and that we cater old, 700 lbs., 11 bands.
Branded
to the family trade. The Lobby, Lau
On left shoulder
bach & Benjamin, proprietors.
Branded
Eatray Advertisement
On left hip
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
Ear mark
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Frank Davis, Stanley, N. M., January
Said animal being unknown to this
7, 1912.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
One bay mare, 10 years before Feb. 26, 1912. said date being 10
old.
days after last appearance of this ad
Branded
vertisement, said eatray will be sold
On left hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to in is owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by own&r on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
Albuquerque, N. M.
days after last appearance of this ad 1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
owner when tound.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
may concern that the following deAlbuquerque, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
Rufus Wamel, Animas, X M., Jan. 18,
BIG

It makes little or

THE

J5he Optic

g

THE

il

d

To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M January 22, 1912.
One spotted redwhite
cows, 8 years old, 750 lbs.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to tait.
"oard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
lays after last appearance of this ad
yertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of ifce
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
To-wi- t:

WANT

CHAPMAN

ADVER

TI8EMENT8
Five cents per line each insertion
cetlmate aix ordinary words to a
ins. No ad to occupy less space than
:wt line. Aii advertlaementa charg-iwill ba booked at apace actually
ist, without regard to number of
vordt. Caah in advance preferred.

1912.

One red cow, 10 months
feet.
old, 300 lbs., S
To-wi-

Branded
On left ribs

bbbbj

Oowc

wSL

i

Number,

Main

LIVE STOCK NOTES.

room

girl,

403

Help Wanted

Feb.

6,

last

WANTED Girl for general houses
work.
Apply 1102 Eighth street.

Feb.

ill

To-wi- t:

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

FOLEY'S

HONEY

RETAIL PRICES
ixm

lbs. or Mere, Eaeh Delivery
1,006 lbs. to 2,008 lbs. Each Delivery
20 lbs. to 1,00ft lbs. Eaol Delivery
60 Iba to ZOO lbs.. Each Delivery
Less Than M Iba, Ear Delivery

4,

Dentlat
Crockett Building. Haa phoss
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

EL

DORADO

KNIGHT8

&

HUNKER

Chester

A.

Hunker

LODGE
1,
NO.
Attorneys at Law.
New Mextea.
PYTHIAS
Meets Laa Vegas,
OF
eveMonday
every
ning in Castle Hall.
PHYSICIANS
Visiting Knights are

cordially

Invited.

H. W. HOUF, D.

E. Liebsoh
nler, Cha n c e 1 o

Chas.

0--

,

M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
r
I treat all kinds of diseases,
but
Commander. Harry
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
of
Martin, Keeper
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
506
Office:
Grand Avenue.
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
at
108 Meets every Monday night
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
LOCAL TIME CARD
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehrtng,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
EAST BOUND
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Arrive
Depart
1

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. of B
B. Meets
every first
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflpre at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac Appel,
Invited
cordlcHy

President;
retary.

Charles Oreenclay,

Sec-

No. 2. . . 9:10 p. m.
No. 4.. .11:05 p m
No. 8 . . 1:15 a. m
No. 10. . 1:45 p. m

9:15
11:10
1:25
2:10

p. nt
p. m.
a. m
p. m

1:45
6:15
4:50
7:00

p. m
p. m.

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:40 p. m
6:35 p. m

No. 1
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

p. m
p. m

RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet in Fraternal
Brotherhood
First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
That was the case with Mrs. W. S.
Flint, chief of records and collector Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife was
of wampum.
Visiting brother al taken down with a sever attack of
which run into bronchitis. She
wyas v.elcome.
coughed as though she had consumpI.

tion and could not sleep at night. The
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO Compound
gave her so much relief
1.
Meets every Monday evening at that she continued oslng it until she
Schae-fe- r
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visit- was permanently cured." O. G.
Co.
and
Red
Cross
Drug
ing brethren cordially Invited to attend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.;
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, case of kidney or bladder trouble not
beyond the reach of medicine. No
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; medicine
can do more. O. G. Schae-fe- r
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
and Red Cross Drug Co.

Crystal Ice
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN

227

"

TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue.

To-wi-

M

CHAS. LEWIS

Meets second
fourth Tuesday evening of
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visions
brothers are cordially Invited. Gee
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

Reg-fjiut-

For Rent

Albuquerque, N. M.
last pub. 16, 1912.

6,

To-wi- t.

First Martian I think that American who came here on an airship halls
from Wall street
Second Martian You're right. First
thing he did was to grab one of our
mountains, stick a fancy sign on it
and offered us ten per cent., in paper,
-f all the gold we dug out for him.

com-

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday In each
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
..NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
2.
NO.
LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY,
building. Visiting members are cor
vKNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K. ,
Tues-I
conclave second
E. P. Mackrl, F. S.
W day In each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, S. C; Chaa Tanrme. Ro
Meet in the forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the Worii
halL on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visittion first Monday in each
ing neighbors are especially welmonth at Masonic Temcome and cordially invited.
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
A.
P.
B.
Williams,
P.;
DENTISTS,
Brinegar, Secretary.

pub. 16, 1912

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
624
room, electric lights, bath.
may concern that the following de
Estray Advertisement
Main
was
street.
taken
animal
by
up
scribed
estray
mot.ee is hereby given to whom it
N. M.,
may concern that the following de Traqiiilino Jaramlllo, Bibo,
RENT Housekeeping
FOR
1912.
rooms,
19,
January
scribed estray animal was taken up by
first floor, electric lights, telephone.
One cow, 3 years old, 700
V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M Jan508 Main avenue.
lbs.
uary 22, 1912.
Branded
One red cow,
years old,
EE FOR RENT Four room cottage, part
On left hip
750 lbs.
ly furnished, chicken house, barn,
Branded
ffgm
7
acres, partly under ditch, suit
Ear mark
On left ribs
able for chicken ranch or smal!
Said animal being unknown tc this
Sfld an:mal being unknown to this
dairy. On car line. Rent cheap for
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
one year. Call 417 Eighth street,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
Kast La? Vegas.
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this addays after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
vertisement, said estray will be sold FOR RENT 2 room furnished house.
by this Board for the benefit of the
P2l Lincoln avenue.
this Board fof the benefit of the
by
owner when found.
owner when 'found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Sisal
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub, 16, 1912.
one
FOR SAL.E One brood
sow,
Eatray Advertisement
boar and two shoaits. Enquire of
Advertisement
Estray
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Patricio Ortega, South Pacific St
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following dede
the
concern
that
following
may
scribed eatray animal was taken up by
FOR SALE - Furniture, cheap. 1104
Rufus Wamel, Animas, N. M., January scribed estray animal was taken up bj
5t
Douglas avenue.
H. H. Chandler, Cimarron, N. M.,
18, 1912.
1912.
One red cow, 11 years old, February 1,
FOR SALE Strictly fresh eggs. Call
One bay mare, 7 years
COO lbs.,
4
feet.
Main 314.
old, 800 lbs., 1414 hands.
Branded
Branded
On left ribs
On left thigh
THE MODERN SPIRIT
Ear mark
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to tbis Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Board, unless claimed by owner on or before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10 days after last appearance of this adlays after last appearance of this ad- vertisement, said estray will be sold
vertisement said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the
by this Board for the benefit of rh owner when found.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6, lae nub. 16, 1912.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
may concern that the following de- scribed estray animal was taken
up by
scribed estray animal was taken up by H. H.
Chandler, Cimarron, N. M.,
D. J. Cassidy, Jr., Mora, N. M., JanFebruary 1, 1912.
uary 10, 1912.
One colt, 2 years old, 500
t:
One red and white cow,
13 hands.
lbs.,
4 years old, 700 lbs.
Branded
Branded
KB On left shoulder
On left hip
Wilkins The young mother seems
Said animal being unknown to this
to entertain the baby.
Ear mark
95! Board, unless claimed by owner on or nable
Bllkins Yes; she's waiting for the
idm before Feb.
26, 1912, said date being 10 postman to bring the first lesson on
Said animal be.ng unknown to this
'baby-talkfrom the correspondence
Board, unless claimed by owner On or days after last appearance of this ad
chool.
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10 vertisement, said estray will be sold
before Feb. 12, 1912, said date being 10 by this Board for the benefit of thr
THE REVISED VERSION
days after last appearance of this ad- owner when found.
CATTLE
SANITARY
will
said
sold
BOARD,
be
vertisement,
estray
Albuquerque, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
owner when found
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Estray Advertisement
Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
J. T. Collier, Estancla, N. M., January
1st pub.

B. P. O. ELKS

F.

RANSFORD

Wanted

Said animal being TJhknown to this WANTED Dining
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Railroad avenue.
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of Ihe

1st pub.

NO. 2, A.

M.

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

2.

To-wi-

Teach the colt to draw loads by degrees.
Gentleness pays best with the colt
rr horse
A draft horse should have a large
chest and square shoulders.
There is no better place to fit a colt
for market than on the farm.
A horse that is trained without
blinds is usually the safer horse.
Old ewes and poor breeders should
be fattened now, and sent to the
butcher.
Great care should be used In watering the horses. A little and often is
the best way.
Pork production appeals strongly to
a man of limited means who desires
quick returns.
Sheep return to the soil 80 per cent
of fertility of food eaten. Sheep manure is valuable.
Whole grain makes best feed for
eheep.
Cleanliness, pure water and
salt are a necessity.

HANDLED

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Ear mark

owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M

LODGE
A.

COLUMN
ate for classified

AND

SOCIETY

PI

TRAITS OF THE FINANCIER

BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

it

To-wi-

Her Mother (indignantly) Edith,
didn't that young man have his arm
around you last night In the hall?
The Daughter No, mother.
Her Mother (severely) Are you
sure?
The Daughter
Well er er not
entirely around.

CAFE

SHORT OHOERi AND KEGUiAR DINNER!

To-wi-

wheat could
that a drought-resistinHe conducted an exbe developed.
perimental farm on the high plains
east of Denver, each year planting
selected seed from the crop of the
In this way he
preceding year.
worked noticeable changes in the
form of wheat, and his theory promised such excellent returns that now
it is being carried on by the depart-men- t
of agriculture, as well as by
various state agricultural colleges in
the west and the Carnegie Desert
laboratory at Tucson, Ariz.
With grains adapted to the pe-nJr soil and climatic conditions of
tt:v emi-arlregion, and with giant
traction machinery plowing and cultivating the grazing grounds of the
buffalo, the conquest of the prairie
would seem to be in sight, and the
hardest
of American agricultural
problems would appear to be solved.

RESTAURANT AND

LOBBY

20c per 108

toe per

SOc

per

40p per

par

lb.

100
100 Iba.
100 iba.
100 lbs.
l

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and L isting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

and

TAR

COMPOUND

For over three decades a favorite
household medicine for COUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and rel;able.3 The Bee Hive on the
carton is the mark of the genuine.
Refuse sustitutes.
O. G. 8CHAEFER
Red Cross Drug Co.

30, 1912.
io-wi-

une sorrel mare,

old, 600 lbs., about 13

4

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom anions; all
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

years

hands.

Branded
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to this
BoaTd, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, Bald estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
"Well, rain falls on the just and the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
unjust"
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
"Not much; the unjust steal
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.

i

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

-
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OPTIC.

WEDNESDAY.

FEBRUARY

7, 1912.

1 M

"THREE

TWINS"

DELIGHTED

SANTA

FE

AND

ALBUQUERQUE

"FORT"

Canned
Vegetables

and
Preserved Fruits

AND

Delicious
as
The Fresh"
From the

Garden

HUNTS

Canned
Fruits

and

SUPREME

and
Berries

The Orchuitf

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

Order These Brands And You will be
Delighted With Their

A MONTH HAS PASSED
A whole month of the new year

'ssii!siipMisiwwssssawswMsrHMSBBBBBM
Mike Stanton, manager of the EH:s' Journal,
show rood, company fine will be enthusiasdic over the perform
in Santa Fe, and the Albu- Pleased everybody here.
ance.
UNIQUE NAME
querque Herald disagree with tlhe
.Manager, Elks' Theater.
OH! YOU SWEET KIDDO
M. A. STANTON.
Albuquerque Journal in regard to the
You can tell that girl you love her Many People Cannot Pronounce Name
mertte of "The Three Twins," which
8:15 a. m.
of World's Most Famous Catarrh
if you send one of Baily's Valentines
will
It would seem that the recommen- or Valentine postcards. The line this
appear in the Duncan opera
Remedy
house this evening. The Journal said dation of Mr. Stanton and the Herald year is exceptionally pretty and inHigh-o-m- e
that's the proper way
the show was rotten.
The Herald would prove "The Three Twins' to be eludes novelties that are sure to be
says it was one of the best musical O. K. A large advance sale has been pleasing. There are comic valentines to pronounce HYOMEI the old reliable
productions which have ever appear- made here and tlhe play undoubtedly for the children as well as the or- remedy, that has rid tens of thousands of people of that vile and dised in the Duke City. Mike Stanton will have a good patronage. When dinary Valentine greetings.
gusting disease.
declares tthe play enthused a capacity upon the coast "The Three Twins"
IN NEW YORK CITY
HYOMEI is made of purest Austrawas praised by the press of all the
house in Santa Fe last night.
Ton will find Hotel Cumberland, ai lian eucalyptus combined with thycities.
larger
Duncan
and
Managers
Managers Duncan and Browne this
street mol and other effective antiseptics
Browne have been receiving reports Bjnoadway and Fifty fourth
morning received the following tele- Irom it almost
near Central Park, an Ideal locu:lon and is guaranteed to be free from
daily since it began its
in the retail shopping and theaiei cocaine or any harmful
gram from Mr. Stanton:
drug.
trip eastward.
They believe it will
with the subway,
elevated
district,
HYOMEI is guaranteed to end the
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 7, 1912.
prove one of the best attractions tho
and surface cars at hand. A hand misery of catarrh, asthma, croup, cahas ever played here. Las
Duncan and Browne,
some, modern, beautifully furnished tarrhal deafness, bronchitis,
are
coughs
bud
critical
people
no
are
care Duncan Opera House.
they
mora critical ithan the people orf Los hotel with one of the best restau or colds, or money back.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
rants in the city, hut moderate it
Breathe it that's all, no dosing the
eles and San Franc i
"Three Twins" played here last delighted with "The Three Twns.'' prices. Rooms with bath, $2.50 pei stomach. Complete outfit, including
day up. Send for booklet. Harry P indestructible inhaler,
night to capacity. Show A. No. 1. Pay Therefore, the local managers
$1.00.
Extra
,feel
no attention to notice in
Stlmson,
bottles of HYOMEI, if needed, 50
manager.
Albuquerque onfident the large audience tonight

theater

Vs

cents at E. O. Murphey's and
gists everywhere.

drug-

hat
passed. Have you started that account
for yourself or your little son oi
daughter? If not, you have still 11
months in which to save. The Flrsi
National Bank offers an admirable op
portunity for accumulating
savings
Your account solicited.

Flavor and Quality

WELL! WELL! WELL!
Ejaculates the average person who
passing gazes into the shop windows,
Sabino Lujan always has an attractive
display of Jewelry, watches, cut glass,
etc. There is always something about
the place that causes people to it i
and impels them to enter. The sto i
1b a magnet
for the dlscrimlnatii
purchaser. Sabino Lujan, jewele
optician, watchmaker. Bridge street

THE USES OF STEAM
Among the uses of steam that are
IT IS NOT STRANGE
HOME MADE CANDIES
proving of greatest benefit to man
It is not strange that so many peo- kind is its utilization as a sterilizer. That's descriptive of the products oi
ple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma Where steam is directed no germs can the Potter Candy Kitchen. They
restaurant on Center street. The hill live. The Ideal Sanitary dairy uses a home product and they are made
of fare is generous and the price is steam to sterilize all its
utensils, ren- by the most expert candy makers)
cheap, 25 cents for regular meals. dering them absolutely free from con- money can obtain. Hence we lead all
Many people wonder how it is pos- tamination. When you purchase Ideal competitors in this district
Try a
sible to serve such
meals so milk you know you are getting pure box of our chocolates. We cover th
cheaply.
milk.
entire retail field. F. B. Potter.

an

HANDSOME

DECORATIONS

There is no prettier decoration for
a room than leather pillows and the
many other handsome and convenient
articles that are manufactured '
leather. Miss M. M. Thompson has a
beautiful assortment which she is
Belling at remarkably cheap prices.
Mise Thompson also has Valentines
and souvenir postcards of all

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater
NEW MEXICO

A CLEAN STABLE
GREAT WHITE WAY
is an advertisement for livery service.
When you put up an electric sign at
Good horses and well kept rigs are yonr place of business yon will have

what bring the business. The ability done something for yourself as well

fo Berve the public at any hour of the as tout city, for an electric sign is the)
day or night is an item to he consid- modern great white way of advertise
ered
livery service, the ing. Keeps your name constantly
bo-for-

kind that is demanded in every growthe eyea of the purchasing pubing city, is best spelled in the name lic sad helps to mate Las Vegas look
of the M. L. Cooley livery, telephone like a wideawake city. Las Vegas
Main 15
Light and Power company.

THE OPTIC IS

For a Greater
LAS VEGAS

THE HOflE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
M M PADGETT, Editor,
Sane, Conservative And Well Edited
The Optic is the Best
Day in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News.
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business

ft

V

LAS

LOCAL NEWS

ECONOMIZE

et

THE STORE THAT8 ALWAYS

BUSY

Mon-tefior- e

are good for Gash or Merchandise at our Store.

FOR TODAY

"SPECIAL

TOMORROW

&

Crystal White Soap 4cts. per Bar
Diamond C. Soap 3cts. per Bar

SINGLE BAR OR'CASE

IKE
Telephone

DAVIS
Main

193 or MarulfM.

Let us send you a package of
They are packed so
Hydrox.
carefully and daintily in tin
that they remain absolutely
fresh and delicate. Sold also
by the pound.

eoaiiies

are more delicious than biscuits,
more wholesome than candy. There
is a different kind for every taste.

is called Hydrox two crisp chocolate
wafers with a layer of rich vanilla cream. One
is slightly gingered, another unsweetened and
shortened with butter, another is delicately
flavored with almond and so on through the
list each has a substance and flavor of its own.
One

They are ideal for service alone or with ice
cream, tea, chocolate or any ice4 beverage.

J--

. STEARNS

PURE THINGS TO EAT
1

.

pointed by Judge David J. Leahy as
commissioner to preside at a hearing
at which the ability of Mrs. Pauline
Graaf, widow of the late Julius Graaf,
to manage her business arfairs will be
determined. This hearing was granted
upon petiition of friends of Mrs.
Graaf. Should it result in her being
declared unable to look after her Interests the court will provide means
for the administration of her affairs
in a manner that will safeguard her
Interests. Mrs. Graaf is reported to
be seriously ill. She was prostrated
by the recent death of her husband.
The executive committee of the New
Bankers' association was in
session yesterday afternoon in Albu
querque. H. Erie Hoke, assistant
cashier of the First National bank and
D. T.
secretary of the association;
Hoskina, cashier of the San Miguel
National bank and vice president of
the association, and R. C. Rankin, assistant traveling state auditor, were
present at the meeting. The meeting
was held for the purpose of making
some recommendations for the revision of the state banking laws to be
laatslatiire
ipreaented ;to the itate
i
n
when it convenes. Governor William
C. McDonald was
present at the
meeting. Others present were A. B.
Renehan, of the Capital City bank,
Santa Fe; C. M. Blackwell, First Na
tional, Raton; H. B. .Tones, First Na
tional, Tucumcari, and J. B. Herndon,
treasurer of the State National, Al
buquerque.

Mexico

The Home of Quality

CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY
TO LAUNDRY DAY

We

have the very choicest Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veal, Lard,
Sauages all kinds Pickles and Kraut. Mince Meat.

at the

mmnm co
STORE

If you make it
LAS VEGAS STEAM
LAUNDRY

DAY

you'll never go back to the
way.

TRY US ONCE,
PHONE NOW-We Always Have The Best of Everything Eatable.

of the usually inactive stocks but the
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
7.
An attempt by general market was almost motionNew York, Feb.
market gave less. Sears Roebuck was down nearstock
raid
the
to
bears
of activity for a ly five point and Republic steel prean

it

appearance
time this morning. Although several
Issues were depressed sharply, the attack made little impression on the list
as a whole and the market fell again
into listlessness. American Tobbaco
showed the effects of disappointment
that no action was token by the directors in regard to a dividend.
Southern railway preferred rose on the
report that the preferred stock might
be put on a four per cent baBis at
the meeting of the board this week.
Engagement of $200,000 gold for Paris
was almost unheeded in the stock
market CMost of the favorite issues
clung to the low level but some of
the- - specialties showed a better tone.
Bonds were steady.
Wide movement occurred in some

I

1.

The Ladies' Ala society of the
Christian church will meet tomorrow
afternoon at the home of Mrs. T. J.
Scott, 818 Seventh street.

We have an expert machinist from
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged the factory for a few days. Give us
In the wood.
Direct from distillery your sewing machine repairing while
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse.
he is here.
Telephone us. Singer
Co. Telephone Vegas
Machine
Sewing
Special communication of Chapman 205.
Lodge No. 2, A. F. & A. M. Thursday
evening, February 8. Work in the M.
The members of Congregation
M. degree.
are planning a reception in
Felecita Gallegos, an aged woman, honor of Dr. Samuel Peiper, the new
has been committed to the State Hos- rabbi, for February 2.9, in the O. R.
pital for the Insane by Judge David C. hall, following the reception the
ladies of the congregation will give a
J. Leahy.
leap year dance.
Francis T. Kelly, instructor in mathematics at the Normal University,
Night Watchman Terry McGovern
is reported to be ill and was unable found a young collie dog about 4
to attend his classes today.
o'clock this morning running loose.
The dog wore a new! collar and was
The Altar Guild of St. Paul's Me- dragging a chain. No name was on
morial Episcopal church will meet to- the collar plate and Officer McGovern
morrow afternoon at 4 o'clock at the lock charge of the animal.
home of Miss Emma Tamme on Sixth
street
Edwin Joseph Cullen, a citizen of
Canada, has filed in the office of the
The Knighlta of Columbus will hold
county clerk his application for final
their regular meeting tomorrow even naturalization as a citizen of the Uniting in the O. R. C. hall. A full at ed States. Mr. Cullen has not resided
tendance of the members is desired in New Mexico five years but will
as important business will be tran
prove five years' residence in the
sacted.
United States by witnesses in Port
Mich.
William E. Gortner has been ap- Huron,

In addition (o reducing the price on nearly every article
in our Store from 10 to 20 per cent or more, you can, by
buying a Coupon Book, save an Extra 2 per cent.

The Coupons

FEBRUARY

OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

Texas company and
ferred
American iMaflting preferred gained
The market retraced its course
slowly in the afternoon. Union Pacific mounted to 164, its early high
price, and Reading and Lehigh Valley
also sold a fraction above yesterday's
close. United States Steel made up
Its dectiiie and there was a decidedly
firmer tone in the rest of the list.
The ojose. was steady, the last sales
being as follows: Amalgamated Coperican Beet Sugar 118;
per 61 ;t
Atchison 10 ; Great Northern 128;
New York Central 110; Northern
Pacific 116; Reading 158; Southern
Union Pacific 163;
Pacific
United States Steel 60: United
States Steel, preferred 108.

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Phone Main

81

617

Douglas

Friends of Rev. J. Wilbur Rose,
members of the First Christian church,
gave a reception in his honor at the
Rose home last night. About forty
people were present and the affair
was an enjoyable one. Rev. Mr. Rose,
formerly pastor of the Christian
church in this city, is now secretory
of the Bible Association of New Mexico and is spending the week in Las
Vegas.

MRS. SNEAD WILL NOT
TAKE WITNESS STAND
MAN WHO KILLED CAPTAIN BOYCE WILL LEND NO
ASSISTANCE

WIFE OF

Fort Worth, Texas, Feb. 7. "Let
your wife go," J. T. Snead declared
he urged on his son alflter the younger
Mrs. Snead eloped with A. G. Boyce,
Jr. The elder Snead was the star witness today in the trial of his son,
John B. Snead, for the murder of
Captain A. G. Boyce. The killing was
the dramatic sequel ' to the elope
ment.
" advised my son to leave his
wife,'' declared the elder Snead, on
the witness stand. "I told Mm to let
her go and we would take care of the
children. He insisted that she was
insane and said he intended to stay
with her and protect his children. He
said that if he left her, she 'would
probably go off with that man (Young
Boyce) and go to the dogs.
"I brought all the pressure I could
to bear on him, I told him that my
family could have nothing to do with
tils wife that we could not receive
her or recognize her. He said he
could not help it."
Snead testified that Captain and
Mrs. Boyce told him of one occasion
when their son, Al, was at J. B.
Snead's home while Snead was away,
that Mrs .Snead asked them "to come
up there; that Al had a whisky
rigor."
The witness said that he and Captain Boyce agreed that a separation
between Mr. and Mrs. Snead would
be the best thing for all concerned
Iater, he testified, he had told his son,
J. B. Snead, "of his suspicions that
Captain Boyce wanted Mrs. Snead to
separate and marry his son."
That Mrs. J. B. Snead will not go
on the stand in her husband's defense,
was indicated by counsel for the defense.
for
Fire Insurance. Our rates will depend
on the condition our city presents.
It's time to get busy. Remove conflagration breeders.
CUTLER BROTHERS,
614 Lincoln Ave.
Tel. Main 124.
Our city will soon be

d

1.

1

7, 1912.

KIMMEL

CASE TO

BE HARD FOUGHT

The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourDon
at tbe Opera Bar.
Baptist church will meet tomorrow aftSURCIRCUMSTANCES
ernoon at 2 o'clock with Mrs. Hayes QUEER
MYSTERIOUS
ROUND
THE
827
street.
her
Fourth
at
home,
For painting and paperhanging, see
ANDREW J. WHITE.
Iavis, 414 Columbia. Phone Main 357.

and red vice the cost of living
By trading

VEGAS DAILY

Don't overlook ordering your flowers for the Reception.
We

have enough orders already to indicate that the
wearing of flowers is going to be quite the thing.
so it's obviously up to you to get your order
in so as not to be disappointed

507 Sinh Street

PERRY ONION & SON

Pbone Miin 462

St. Louis, Feb. 7. outlining to the
Kimmel jury today, the first efforts
to establish the identity of the present
claimant s.s the missing George A.
Kimmel, Attorney Frederick H. Bacon

soid:
"This reveals a plot. There will be
much said in this trial about plots."
Bacon, attorney for the receiver ot
the Nlles, Mich., bank, which is suing
an insurance company for Kimmel's
insurance, referred to undrew 3.
iv York convjet,
White, the former
who the defense contends is Kimmel,
as "the claimant"
White, according to Bacon's statement to the jury, was first discovered
June 22, 1899, 11 months after Kimmel disappeared in rtansas City. Bacon called the jurors' attention to the
fact that Kimmel a that rime would
have been 32 years old and that
White had stated to the prison authorities he was 52. The claimant had
blue eyes and Kimmnaa dark brown
eyes, according to the attorney.
Differences in the teeth, weight,
height and marks on the body also
were called to the jury's attention.
The trip of White to Niles, Mich., after his release from prison last SepBacon said
tember was narrated.
White did not recognize any of Kimmel's boyhood acquaintances.
Edward O'Bryan, of the counsel for
the Insurance company, then outlined
his side of the case and what he expects to prove. His preliminary statement agreed in respect to Kimmel s
early history with Smi already made
to the jury by the plaintiff's attorney.
Andrew J. Hunt, a former Omaha
neighbor of Kimmel, was named as a
new and important witness by Attorney O'Bryan. Hunt, he said, would
be used as a witness for the plaintiff.
"Certain witnesses ror tne plaintiff,"
said O'Bryan, "take great interest
in keeping Kimmel dead. We also will
show that Kimmel had good reasons
for disappearing. He owed $52,000 on
paper that was about to fall due and
all he had in the way of assets was
$1,200 worth of stock in his own bank
at Arkansas City, Kansas.
"When Kimmel disappeared he had
$110 in the bank, but that very day he
borrowed $3,250 on nis personal note.
A short time before that he had borrowed $2,500 on a note of the Farmers
Mill and Elevator company, a dumm
corporation he had organized."

Our new Regal Shoes for this
season. No smarter footwear has
ever been seen in this town. And
their trim custom styles are not
their only exclusive feature.

REGAL
SHOES
give you the same perfect fit and comfort as
shoes because they are made in quarter-size- s
just
double the number of fittings found in other shoes.
We have a wide variety of styles in these new Regal
models, and can suit your taste perfectly.
made-to-measu-
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Window Lighting.

You pay

rent or lnat sma" space

bM

in

Rate

your
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00

intlmv' let
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brin

returns by 'iav'nt!

W. P. Southard

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,
Jefferson Reynolds President
HaJ'ett Raynolds Cashier
President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
Davis Vice President

E. D. Reynolds Vice

Stephen

WE WANT YOUR TRADE
Why? Because we maintain the
most cleanly and sanitary conditions
The Ideal Sanitary Dairy is equipped
with the most modern appliances for
handling milk. It leads in the dairy
business of Las Vegas. The milk is
handled by experts and is kept free
from contamination. If you wish pure
milk telephone Main 312. T. A. Akers,
manager.

PERISHED IN THE SNOW
Ishlm, Siberia, Feb. 7. Fifty per
sons perished is a snow storm while
travelng along the road near here.
They were caught in a drift from
which 44 corpses have been dug.

re

B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undividbd Profits

$35,000

hile this bank adopts every desirable method of modern backing, it never loses sight of that essential quality! Absolute Safety.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

FOR RENT Three room cottage, furnished, 315 Eighth street. Apply
803 Jackson.

COAL AMD WOOD
NUT

EAT
SANITARY

SUGARITE LUMP

BAKERY

wholesale: and retail
tyf,

Goods
FRESH EVERY

C ON D ON BSggg

DAY
If it may be termed a science

Bread, Cakes,
fried Cakes.

The
Science of
Selling

AT

Farms

Cookies, Rolls,
Doughnuts and

3c5

ll

musf"

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

BGUGHER
The Home of pure food Goods

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

